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Abstract

Errors in quantum computing arising from the decoherence of states, present in cur-
rent qubit systems, provide one major challenge in the further development of a full-
scale quantum computer. Majorana zero modes show potential in topological quan-
tum computing, which inherently overcomes the obstacle of decoherence. To ensure
the scalability of systems that may host these topological qubits, recent research fo-
cuses on the growth of defect free selective area grown structures. In addition to the
requirement of ballistic transport in individual wires, it must also be possible to grow
large arrays of identical structures. But the growth of nanostructures in selective areas
is a young field, and while growth kinetics of vapour-liquid-solid systems are rela-
tively well studied, the catalyst-free growth in selective areas is less so. The success
of the topological qubit therefore currently relies on the further study—both electrical
and morphological—of such structures. This thesis work is of the latter type. Using
atomic force microscopy as the main microscopy method, nanowire arrays are char-
acterised by a number of morphological parameters, mainly height. To conduct this
study and to ensure consistency with future studies of a similar kind, an automated
software has been developed. This software has been used in the characterisation of
more than 150 nanowires grown in four-wire arrays. Employing this same software,
the selective area growth of a GaAs buffer on GaAs (001) has been studied in depth. In
this study, the height and incorporation rate are analysed as a function of wire pitch
and width in similar four-wire arrays. The outer-most two wires grow consistently
less than the inner-most two; an unexpected result in the view of previous vapour-
liquid-solid studies. It is shown that the longer the distance between the wires in the
array, the less they grow in height. This effect saturates at a pitch value of around
4 µm, where outer and inner nanowires also grow consistently to the same height. A
similar trend is seen in the height as a function of nanowire width, but with a nanowire
orientation dependence, believed to stem from the well-known anisotropic behaviour
of Ga adatoms on GaAs. In general, the behaviour is attributed to the source-like na-
ture of the selective area grown nanowires in this growth window, where all derived
incorporation rates are smaller than the expected layer by layer growth rate.
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1 Introduction

In 2003 Kitaev proposed the first error free quantum bit (qubit) to void the common
error introduced by the decoherence of states inevitably present in previous qubit
platforms [1]. The proposed qubits are made up of anyons, which are a type of non-
Abelian quasi particle that may in theory exist in a decoherence-free subspace. The
decoherence error arises as the qubit interacts with its surroundings, and is therefore
especially challenging to optimise in previous solid state qubits such as the instructive
spin-qubits [2, 3]. However, coherence times in similar systems are now so long that
several gate operations are possible before the decoherence of a qubit [4]. Still, error
correction requires embedding single qubit information into several qubits, as well
as additional computations to determine the error syndrome [5]. This consequently
increases the number of physical bits required to make a single logical bit, and the
computation time of each operation.

A practical realization of the anyon showing promise for quantum computing is the
Majorana zero mode (MZM) [6]. The MZM can in theory exist in various systems,
but is in the studies relevant to this thesis realised in superconductor-semiconductor
heterostructures [7]. To drive these systems into a topological state, a Zeeman split-
ting in strength on the order of or greater than the proximity induced superconduct-
ing gap in the semiconductor is required [7]. To induce a large enough Zeeman gap
without breaking the superconductivity of the system, materials with large spin-orbit
coupling and consequently a large g-factor are used. Figure 1.1a shows the proximity
effect inducing topological superconductivity in a semiconductor. Most commonly the
semiconductor is InAs or InSb, which are materials with the necessary large spin-orbit
coupling.

Some evidence exists that MZMs can be found in these heterostructures on vapour-
liquid-solid (VLS) grown nanowires (NWs) [7], but creating scalable NW networks of
VLS wires remains a challenge, e.g. seen through the meticulous transfer of such wires
in [8]. The need to grow solid state systems in a more immediately scaleable way has
resulted in the development of methods to grow nanostructures in-plane in selected
areas. Selective area growth (SAG) requires the deposition of a mask—usually oxide—
which is etched in specific areas, the pattern defined in a resist by electron beam lithog-
raphy (EBL) or photo lithography. Under the right conditions, growing material will
stick only to the exposed substrate and desorp from the oxide mask. Several different
layers of growth are required to create a structure similar to the one described in the
aforementioned VLS study [7]. These layers are shown in the schematic cross-section
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in Figure 1.1b. InAs is used as the conducting channel due to its large spin-orbit cou-
pling, while the superconductor of choice is usually aluminium, though some alloys
featuring large critical fields show similar promise. To avoid creating dislocations or
large strain fields in the conducting channel, materials grown in succession must be
decently lattice-matched. This topic will be further elaborated in Chapter 2. In ad-
dition, because varying strain affects the band-gap, it is imperative to grow a buffer
underneath the conducting InAs channel to reduce the strain energy [9, 10] - a step that
is not necessary in the equivalent VLS grown NWs. With the lattice mismatch between
GaAs and InAs being around 7%, which is large in epitaxial growth, an InGaAs buffer
is grown to further reduce the strain in the InAs channel. With low enough strain in
the conducting channel, such an in-plane structure should in theory be equivalent to
the succesful VLS NWs of [7].

The described heterostructure may host a MZM, but a more complicated structure is
required to realise a fully programmable qubit on a scaleable platform, with minimal
networks contain 4 or 6 MZMs in a number of possible geometries [11]. One such
promising structure is the one-sided hexon sketched in Figure 1.2a, which consists
of six parallel 1D heterostructures in contact with a normal superconductor grown
orthogonally to the six NWs. The design is meant to overcome the obstacle of quasi-
particle poisoning, which is a proposed source of error in topological qubit systems
caused by the tunnelling of electrons onto and out of the qubit structure, by ensuring
that the hexon device can be operated in a Coulomb blockade regime. This means
that the overall charging energy of the island is large, while each wire does not have a
charging energy of its own. A number of restraints on the geometry are listed in [11].
Firstly, the distance between one parallel NW and its neighbour should be no larger
than the superconducting coherence length. This implies that for Al, the NWs must
be within 1.6 µm of each other, but for many other superconductors that distance may
need to be even smaller. Secondly, all six wires must be identical. These requirements
therefore provide a material dependent challenge to the engineering of the physical
network.

While the growth of VLS NWs is well studied [12], selective area growth (SAG) is less
so. A study reports SAG structures of high crystalline quality evidenced through tun-
neling electron microscope (TEM) images and the achievement of ballistic transport
phenomena in the structures [10]. In another recent study, the optimal growth param-
eter tuning for the growth of clean SAG structures in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
is discussed [13]. Through the inter-dependency of growth temperature and group
III and V flux, activation energies for nucleation and desorption are calculated. These
studies—bearing evidence of the potential of SAG structures to qubit encoding—have
inspired the need to further investigate the growth dynamics of SAG and thereby op-
timise the grown structures for topological qubit encoding.

The effect of growth parameters on nanostructure growth has previously been studied
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Figure 1.1: Relevant material stacks for topological qubit encoding in
SAG. (a) Schematic of a superconductor-semiconductor
heterostructure. Arrows indicate the proximity induced topological
superconductivity in the semiconductor. (b) Cross-sectional view of a
typical NW, consisting of the minimum required layers for topological
qubit encoding in SAG. The III-V substrate is in this case GaAs.
Depending on substrate choice, this cross-section may vary,
accounting for the more or less severe need of buffer layers. Light pink
indicates the dielectric mask.

using a large variety of methods, both of experimental kind, such as reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) reconstructions as the growth proceeds [14], and
of theoretical kind, such as through Monte Carlo simulations mimicking adatom be-
haviour [15]. Though a large number of previous studies investigating growth dy-
namics focus mainly on the consequences to VLS growth, many of the same effects
can be translated to SAG behaviour. The diffusive behaviour of adatoms is known
to have great importance to the formation of VLS NWs where the axial growth slows
as the NW length exceeds the diffusion length of the adatoms [16]. The impact of
adatom behaviour on SAG is more obscure at the time, but is perhaps less straight
forward, among other things due to the broken symmetry of the nanostructure net-
works needed in topological qubit encoding. It has for example been shown that cer-
tain mechanisms of growth in SAG are indistinguishable from VLS [17], however, in
the case of the aforementioned study, the symmetry of growth is very similar to that
of VLS, if not—in some cases of VLS—identical. The underlying theory behind the
growth of SAG structures in MBE is described in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 5 the results of the analysis run on a number of structures are discussed.
The outermost two NWs in structures of four GaAs buffers grown by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) on GaAs substrates are significantly smaller, sketched in Figure 1.2b.
The consequences of this impeded growth are perhaps not immediately obvious, but
with the cause unknown, resulting effects on the conducting channel may be obscure.
Furthermore, in the attempt to make scaleable networks with the potential to host
topological qubits, the growth must be consistent all across the network, and this can
not be guaranteed without a deeper understanding of the kinetics. The slower growth
of outermost structures is studied in a system that is as simple as possible while also
remaining relevant: GaAs on GaAs where strain energy does not affect growth dy-
namics. In this thesis work a few of several possible theories explaining the slower
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MZMSC SC/InAs

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Hexon network making up a single topological qubit as
described in detail in [11]. (b) Exaggerated sketch showing the
impeded growth of outermost structures in a cluster of NWs with
colours corresponding to Figure 1.1b, so that the darker pink is the
substrate, the lighter pink the mask, and the light blue indicates GaAs
buffer.

growth of outer structures will be discussed. More precisely, it is discussed whether
or not it is possible that the cause mainly lies in adatom kinetics, or if a temperature
gradient is required—and possible—across each single structure of four wires.

This study relies mainly on the analysis of AFM images captured in topographical
modes of operation. AFM operation is described in Chapter 3. When necessary, SEM
and TEM images are supplied to reinforce conclusions otherwise drawn solely on
AFM data. A large number of imaging methods used in the study of nanostructure
morphology exist, but the three aforementioned methods are among the most popu-
lar ones perhaps in part due to their accessibility and intuitive nature. Each method
has its strength and weaknesses, and for a wide and in-depth analysis multiple imag-
ing methods are therefore often used in conjunction, which is possible as long as the
imaged structures are nominally the same. The experimental part of this thesis work
relies almost exclusively on the analysis of AFM data, while SEM images are occasion-
ally used for verification. The infrequent use of TEM images means an exclusion of
the analysis of structural purity from this thesis work. A strength common to both
AFM and SEM is the large set of data a single image provides, allowing for the cal-
culation of statistical averages of large ensembles. This implicates the convenience of
a software that automates the initial data analysis and extracts all available morpho-
logical parameters without any human input. The software written throughout this
thesis work is described in Chapter 4. The potential use of such a software exceeds
this thesis work with possible applicability in large scale analyses; but this requires a
sufficiently high and consistent quality of the outputted data. An equally important
function of this thesis work is therefore to show the power of such software created
specifically for the analysis of AFM images of the relevant structures.
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2 Nanostructure growth theory

All analysed structures in this thesis are grown by MBE, which is one of several meth-
ods to grow nanoscale structures epitaxially, that is, through layer by layer deposition
of material. Another popular method to growing epitaxially is metalorganic vapour-
phase epitaxy (MOVPE), for example used to grow promising Nb-InSb-Nb structures
in [18]. MOVPE is one of several methods in which growth is facilitated by the chem-
ical reactions of precursor molecules, also called chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
methods, while in MBE direct deposition of material onto the substrate surface takes
place. This relative simplicity of MBE compared to e.g. CVD methods makes it ideal
for studying the behaviour of growing nanostructures. Detrimental to the reliable in-
terpretation of any morphological analysis is the understanding of the mechanisms
that govern nanostructure growth. This includes understanding both the conditions
under which it happens, and the system that creates these conditions. Both subjects
will be covered in the following, starting with a description of a standard MBE system
in section 2.1. Section 2.2 covers the kinetics of epitaxial growth.

2.1 Molecular beam epitaxy

This section covers the purpose of each component included in the simplified schematic
of an MBE chamber shown in Figure 2.1.

Substrates are prepared for SAG as described in Appendix A.1. Growth-ready sam-
ples are loaded into the growth chamber through the load-lock (1 in the schematic).
The load-lock is also a preparation or degassing chamber, aiding in the achievement
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) in the main growth chamber. Other separate chambers
serving various purposes may be connected in succession. To avoid unintentional
incorporation of polluting atoms such as carbon in the growing crystals, and the inter-
action of material beams before hitting the substrate, growth in MBE requires vacuum
pressures as low as 10−11 Torr [19]. This is achieved by multiple vacuum pumps and
cryoshrouds (5 and 7 in the schematic, respectively).

The substrate holder (2 in the schematic) heats the substrate and can rotate during
growth, ensuring the even distribution of incoming atoms onto the substrate surface..
The temperature depends on material and structures of choice, but is for materials
relevant to this thesis work somewhere between 400 °C and 700 °C. The influence
of substrate temperature will be discussed further in Subsection 2.2. Often a small
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Figure 2.1: Simplified schematic of an MBE chamber. Numbered parts
are described in the text.

iron gauge is installed near the substrate, which is used in the calibration of MBE
by measuring beam fluxes, so that the incoming material onto the substrate is well
known. The temperature of the substrate can be reliably measured using a pyrometer
(3 in the schematic).

The effusion cells (6 in the schematic) hold, heat, and emit the material for growth,
and may do so in multiple ways depending on what material they supply to the MBE
chamber. Shutters in front of the effusion cells ensure that material beams can be shut
off within a tenth of a second, which for the usual growth rates in research-grade MBE
means controlling the material deposition with mono-layer (ML) precision [19]. With
the beam atoms travelling in vacuum, their diffusion lengths are long enough in the
gaseous phase that they do not interact until they are adsorbed onto the substrate
surface [19]. The beam flux is determined by the temperature the cell is heated to and
is calibrated by the iron gauge described above.

To monitor the growth of MLs in-situ, MBE systems are usually equipped with a re-
flection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system (4 in the schematic), which
consists of an electron gun and a detector screen. The electrons are diffracted in the
growing surface at glancing angles, meaning they don’t penetrate into the sample.
The RHEED pattern created by the diffracted electrons therefore only describes the
surface or the first few MLs of the growing structures, and betrays not only the for-
mation of planes of atomic roughness, but also crystal information such as the lattice
parameter [20], which can be used in the determination of the incorporation rate of
different materials into compound structures. RHEED measurements running during
growth can be used for exact characterisation, e.g. in the in-situ study of growth in
[21], and is used in the calibration of growth rates for SAG. The latter procedure will
be elaborated on in Section 5.2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Change in atomistic Gibbs free energy along a transition
coordinate. (b) Change in the Gibbs free energy of a system
undergoing homogeneous nucleation. [22].

2.2 Growth dynamics of SAG structures

The epitaxial growth of SAG structures starts on the atomic level with the nucleation
of adatoms present on the substrate surface. The theory described in the following is
based on the review paper by Krogstrup et. al. [12]. Growth can be understood in
a thermodynamical picture though it should be noted that the process is not in equi-
librium. Properties of phases are therefore described in reference to an equilibrium
reference state (ERS), e.g. bulk solid, allowing for the description of the finite phases
by thermodynamics. This means that a finite phase α is described by the chemical
potential

δµα = µα − µERS. (2.1)

Generally, phase transitions are the result of small fluctuations in a phase adding up,
governed in the atomistic view by the change in Gibbs free energy:

δg = δh− Tδs. (2.2)

The phase transitions can be described in the framework of transition state theory,
in which the change in the Gibbs free energy along a transition axis is studied [23].
When small, finite phases form, the transition is limited by a barrier as a result of the
significant surface energy. Figure 2.2b shows an intuitive example of this. The plot
shows the change in Gibbs free energy of a large vapour phase as a function of the
nucleus size n of a small liquid droplet. The vapour phase is viewed as a statistical
ensemble, in which nuclei are formed at random. If µβ � µα, i.e. the vapour phase
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is energetically favourable, then all forming liquid nuclei will decay no matter their
accumulated size. But if µα > µβ, nuclei exceeding a critical size n∗ become stable,
forming a liquid phase. As the nuclei size increases, the chemical potential continues
to drop, marking the transition of the entire vapour phase into the liquid phase. The
phase transition therefore requires the forming nuclei to overcome an energy barrier,
which is called the activation energy of the given transition. With the shape known,
the height of the barrier, ∆G∗αβ, and the critical nucleus size can be derived [22].

In the atomistic view, a phase transition between phases α and β are more generally
represented by the graph in Figure 2.2a where the change in atomistic Gibbs free en-
ergy is plotted as a function of transition coordinate. Here, µα ∼ µβ, but the chemical
potential of the second phase β does not necessarily need to be smaller than the chem-
ical potential of the first phase. Atoms may therefore travel back and forth along the
transition coordinate, and the net sum of atoms going into phase β will determine if
an overall transition occurs. These barrier-limited phase transitions are governed by
the Arrhenius equation, which on the atomistic level is [12],

Γαβ = Ξαβ c̄α exp

(
−

δg∗αβ − δµα

kBT

)
. (2.3)

Here, the pre-factor Ξαβ c̄α is the normalised density of atoms c̄α in the initial phase α

multiplied by the attempt frequency of transitioning atoms. The activation energy for
the phase transition is

δg∗αβ − δµα, (2.4)

with δµα being the chemical potential of phase α referring to the equilibrium reference
state from eq. (2.1). Inserting eq. (2.2) into eq. (2.3), the transition rate can be written
as

Γαβ = Ξ′αβ c̄α exp

(
−

δh∗αβ − δµα

kBT

)
, (2.5)

with the pre-factor, Ξ′αβ = Ξαβ exp
(

δs
kB

)
, taking into account the entropy-dependent

term in the Gibbs free energy.

Figure 2.3 shows the relevant phases to consider when describing the growth of SAG
structures in MBE:
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Beam flux, b The atoms of the beam phase supply the growing structures and
the mask surface with adatoms. Recall that the beam atoms have
a long mean free path and do not interact because of the UHV
required for MBE.

Adatoms, a The adatoms are adsorped from the molecular beam onto the sur-
face either chemically e.g. by covalent bonding to surface atoms,
or physically e.g. by the van der Waal’s forces. The mobility of
the adatoms depends, among other things, on the nature of the
adsorption.

Vapour phase, v Adatoms may desorp and enter the vapour phase, leaving the
growing system, and the vapour phase is for this reason distin-
guished from the beam phase, but is in the following considered
non-interacting.

Crystal phase, s The adatoms, which either nucleate into a solid phase or are incor-
porated into a growing crystal, transition into the solid phase, s,
of the structure. It is possible for adatoms to nucleate both on the
exposed substrate and on the dielectric mask. Both processes are
dependent on growth conditions and substrate and etch quality.

It is argued in [13] that during III-V growth, adatoms may also form liquid group III
droplets, which can solidify into III-V crystals under high group V pressure at low
enough temperatures. Therefore it is under certain growth conditions relevant to dis-
cuss the liquid phase as well. In such cases, the formation of crystallites from liquid
droplets is similar to VLS growth, and nucleation within the droplets can be under-
stood by the same processes (thoroughly described in [12]). The importance of consid-
ering also the formation of III-droplets is reasoned in the former article; the argument
is that the circumstances required for the two processes of nucleation and condensa-
tion followed by liquid catalysed nucleation are different. I.e. the two processes take
place in different regimes of growth dependent on group III beam flux, and therefore
must be distinguished between for physical interpretation of results. In understand-
ing SAG within the optimal window, it is assumed that it is not necessary to consider

III-V substrate

Growing crystal, s
Mask Mask

Adatoms, a

Beam atoms, b Vapour atoms, v

Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the four relevant phases of matter
during SAG growth by MBE.
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the liquid phase.

Aseev’s study of optimal growth windows also shows the importance and the inter-
play of beam fluxes; that is, the interaction of phases of different materials. However,
the influence of beam flux and flux III-V ratios specifically is well studied [24, 25], and
the beam is not an interacting phase in the thermodynamics picture. Instead, the most
important transitions to the considerations of this thesis are the nucleation, a→ s, dif-
fusion, a → a, and desorption, a → v processes. Generally speaking, the appropriate
behaviour of adatoms is essential to the growth of high quality nanostructures. This
implies the necessity of studying growth kinetics; diffusion, desorption, and nucle-
ation of adatoms, all of which will be discussed in the following.

2.2.1 Nucleation

θ
w

h

l

j

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the
possible parameters that
describe change in facet
area of facet j during
growth.

In the case of nanostructure growth, the small fluctuations
in the adatom phase eventually resulting in growth are the
formation and decay of nuclei. As in the general case the
system will stay in the adatom phase, a if µs � µa, so
that the forming nuclei are unstable, independent of their
radius, and will always decay. For µs < µa or µs ∼ µa

the phase transition is barrier-limited by the finite size of
the forming crystallites, i.e. the barrier arises because the
surface energy is comparable to the chemical potential of
the solid phase. Once the forming nuclei reach a critical
radius, r∗, they become stable, contributing to the transition into the solid phase. In
homogeneous nucleation—that is, nucleation in the absence of nucleation sites—the
energy barrier is one third of the surface energy as derived by Gibbs [22]:

∆G∗as =
1
3 ∑

j
γj Aj. (2.6)

This is a simplified case and for example applies to the formation of solid nuclei in a
homogeneous liquid, see Figure 2.2b, but does not explain well what happens during
nanostructure growth on a foreign substrate.

Instead, the epitaxial formation of nanostructures occurs with heterogeneous nucle-
ation, i.e. at specific nucleation sites. In nanostructure growth such nucleation sites
are e.g. step edges or vacancies where the incorporation of an additional atom min-
imises the surface free energy [22]. A nucleation site is in Figure 2.5 represented by
a lower energy state reached by overcoming the activation energy δhas − δµa. At the
nucleation site, the activation energy for diffusion and desorption is higher, increasing
the probability that adatoms will accumulate and nucleate before diffusing to another
site or desorping.
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δhaa - δμa

δhas - δμa

δhav - δμa

i j

Figure 2.5: Schematic of activation energies for adatom transitions.

In epitaxial growth the lattice mismatch of the growing material to the substrate plays
an important role not only to the number of dislocations formed in the grown mate-
rial, but also in crystal formation. Growing materials with a lattice mismatch greater
than ∼ 10% is simply not possible as the strain energy would break the bonds of the
forming crystal [22]. In less extreme cases, the strain energy adds another term to the
change in Gibbs free energy thus hindering growth by increasing the energy barrier
for nucleation, therefore reducing the probability that a critical nucleus is formed.

On atomistic level the chemical potential of the solid state is the change in Gibbs free
energy as atoms are added or removed from the growing crystal, meaning it is gov-
erned by the change in surface energy γj Aj of all its facets j, see Figure 2.4 [12]:

δµs = ∑
j

∂

∂Ns

(
Ajγj

)
+ ∆εs = ∑

j
γj ·

∂Aj

∂X
∂X
∂Ns

+ ∆ε, (2.7)

where ∆ε is the difference in bulk free energy of the growing nanocrystal and its ERS.
X is a parameter from a set {X}, which fully describes how the facet area Aj changes as
more atoms become part of the crystal. E.g. a growing NW like the one shown Figure
2.4 minimises the surface energy in eq. (2.7) by the Wulff construction, so the faceting
will remain the same if the change in nucleated atoms is small. As an approximation,
then, the set {X} contains only the length and height of the NW. The angle is locked by
the faceting, making the width depend on the height. This approximation makes sense
within a small time window of growth, but outside of this window the angle can be
included either as θ directly or through the width, w due to the changing morphology
of the growing wire. It is also possible for the NW to be multifaceted, and in such a
case one would define a larger set of parameters to describe the cross-sectional shape
and length.
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2.2.2 Desorption

The desorption of adatoms is described by the phase transition a→ v. With the initial
phase being a condensed phase, the pre-factor of eq. 2.3 is [12]

Ξav = Zavνa, (2.8)

where Zav is the steric factor describing the cross-section of the transition and νa is the
attempt frequency of adatoms. The transition rate with the modified pre-factor from
eq. (2.5) is

Γav = Ξ′av c̄a exp
(
−δh∗av − δµa

kBT

)
. (2.9)

An important difference between desorption and nucleation is that nucleation requires
a specific site whereas desorption may take place anywhere, even at nucleation sites,
though the activation energy for desorption is larger, as visualised in in Figure 2.5. The
frequency of desorption increases with increasing temperature as vapour becomes the
preferred state of atoms, but is also surface dependent through the activation energy.
To ensure selective growth where stable crystals only form in mask openings, the ac-
tivation energy of desorption on the mask must be small enough that crystals do not
nucleate, and smaller than the activation energy of desorption in mask openings or on
the growing crystal, so that the net transition to solid in mask openings is still greater
than zero.

In preparing a sample for SAG, a dielectric mask, e.g. oxide, is deposited onto the sub-
strate and then etched. The mask serves exactly the aforementioned purpose; acting
in good approximation as an amorphous surface with few nucleation sites, leaving the
adatoms free to diffuse or desorp.

2.2.3 Adsorption and diffusion

Beam atoms impinging onto the substrate and mask surfaces can be adsorped through
two different processes:

• Chemical adsorption is the adsorption of atoms through chemical bonding to a
surface.

• In physical adsorption the adatoms are not chemically bound to the surface.

In both cases, the adatoms can diffuse across the surface. The two processes will result
in different activation energies for diffusion, which is highly surface and adsorpant
dependent. In other words, which adsorption process is dominant depends on the
surface material and crystallographic orientation of the substrate [26].

In transition state physics the diffusion can be described by an adatom to adatom
transition between two adjacent adatom sites, i and j, which is proportional to the
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the mass diffusivity, here dependent on the type of adatoms, m, surface material and
orientation, f , and location on the surface, (i, j):

Dm
f (j,i) = Zaa,iνa,il2

i,j
(
1− ρ̄j,i

)
exp

(
−

δg∗aa,i − δµa,i

kBT

)
. (2.10)

Here Zaa,iνa,i is the prefactor Ξaa from eq. (2.3) for the adatom to adatom transition.
li,j is the distance between the ith and jth adatoms sites along the axis with activation
energy δg∗aa. The entire prefactor—comprised of steric factor, attempt frequency, and
site distance—is modulated by the normalised adatom density ρ̄i,j, making transitions
ai → aj onto an occupied site impossible.

The diffusion length depends on the diffusivity and the average lifetime of the adatoms
by

λ f =
√

D f · τ, (2.11)

where D f is the diffusivity of the adatoms on the surface f , and τ is the lifetime.
During growth the diffusion length is therefore limited by the lifetime of the adatoms,
which depends on the nucleation time, τinc, and the desorption time, τdes, by Matthiesen’s
rule:

τ =

(
1

τinc
+

1
τdes

)−1

. (2.12)

Depending on the growth parameters, the lifetime may be dominantly limited by
either desorption or incorporation, and this affects the growth of structures. If the
lifetime of adatoms is mainly limited by desorption then growth will happen slowly
as adatoms may desorp before incorporating into structures. However, with a long
enough lifetime it is possible to still incorporate some material. If the lifetime of
adatoms is instead limited by nucleation this implies the presence of an abundance
of nucleation sites. Depending on the growth parameters, then, we may enter differ-
ent regimes of growth which will be discussed in Section 2.2.5. The lifetimes due to
incorporation and desorption are inversely proportional to the transition rate,

Γa(v,s) = Ξa(v,s) c̄a exp

(
−

δg∗a(v,s) − δµa

kBT

)
. (2.13)

Desorption can take place anywhere on the substrate or growing crystal and the des-
orption time therefore depends only on the pre-factor from the transition rate and the
activation energy for an adatom to desorp from site i:

τav,i = (Z̄avνa,i)
−1 exp

(
δg∗av,i − δµa,i

kBT

)
. (2.14)

For an adatom to transition to the solid state, a nucleation site is required at site j,
requiring the nucleation time to also depend on the desntiy of such incorporation sites
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x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

Inner NW Outer NW

Towards next inner NW

Pitch, p

Width, w

x0

x5

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the boundary conditions used in the script that
solves diffusion equations for adatom diffusion during SAG. The
schematic in the top shows an overview of the structure.

c̄inc:

τas,ij =
(
Z̄as,ijνa,i c̄inc

)−1 exp

(
δg∗as,ij − δµa,i

kBT

)
. (2.15)

Combining eqs. (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) with eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) to find the diffusion
length the adatom vibration frequency νa,i cancels out, leaving the diffusion length
independent of this parameter [12].

Due to the nature of especially chemical adsorption, the diffusion of adatoms is not
necessarily isotropic across a surface. It is well known, for example, that Ga diffuses
anisotropically on GaAs with one study concluding that diffusivity is anisotropic by
a factor of four in the [110] and [11̄0] directions [27]. That the lifetime of the diffusing
adatoms depends on incorporation and desorption implies that for materials with this
kind of anisotropic diffusivity, the incorporation of material may be higher in one
direction than in the other [10]. This has consequences for nanostructure networks
where wires growing in different directions meet and merge, but in general also means
that growth mode and rate may be structure direction dependent.

2.2.4 Diffusion equations

Based on the preceding section, a set of coupled differential equations can be derived
to describe the Fickian diffusion of adatoms:

∂ρ

∂t
= DNW

∂2

∂x2 ρ(x)− ΓNW
av − ΓNW

as + ΓNW
va , (2.16)
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Figure 2.7: Growth modes during epitaxial growth. (a) Layer by layer,
(b) island growth, (c) mixed.

for diffusion on the NW, and

∂ρ

∂t
= Dmask

∂2

∂x2 ρ(x)− Γmask
av − Γmask

as + Γmask
va (2.17)

describes diffusion on the mask. The superscript of Γ describes the area on which the
process with rate Γ takes place. In steady state each equation is zero, resulting in an
expression for the change in adatom concentration across the system of growth. To
solve the diffusion equations, a number of boundary conditions must be considered
which are dependent on the geometry of the system. The considered geometry is
shown in Figure 2.6. A four-wire structure is studied to take into account the possible
difference between the outer and inner NWs without considering second neighbour
interactions, therefore a symmetry is expected to exist around x0. First, the symmetry
at the x0 and x5 boundaries is considered, requiring that no effective flux is present
here:

∂ρ

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,x5

= 0. (2.18)

Similarly, due to mass conservation across wire-mask boundaries xb ∈ {x1, x2, x3, x4}:

Dmask,NW
∂ρ

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xb

= DNW,mask
∂ρ

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xb

. (2.19)

Lastly, the adatom concentration is expected to be continuous at a boundary:

ρ(xmask
b ) = ρ(xNW

b ). (2.20)

The solutions to these equations are outside of this scope of this thesis work, but initial
steps indicate that the analytic solutions to these diffusion equations are complicated,
and the equations must instead be solved numerically.

2.2.5 Growth modes

Depending on the adatom kinetics, epitaxial growth may take place within one of
three different regimes of growth [22]:

• Layer by layer or Frank van der Merve growth, favouring the full of growth of a
single layer before the beginning of a new one, sketched in Figure 2.7a.
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• Island or Vollmer-Weber growth, where the nucleation sites have the lowest en-
ergy on the growing material, resulting in 3D island formation. This growth
mode is sketched in Figure 2.7b.

• Mixed or Stranski-Krastanov growth. Islands are formed only on top of layers
grown layer by layer. The thickness of the initial layers may be anything, but
depends on the system and the growth conditions. The subsequent formation of
islands on top of a layer of critical thickness is shown in Figure 2.7c.

Islands formed in one of the two latter growth modes may coalesce into larger forma-
tions, and the growth modes are not necessarily discernible post growth [28]. If neces-
sary, the different modes can be distinguished between during growth by monitoring
of the RHEED oscillations [29]. It is uncertain to what extent the mode of growth af-
fects the morphology of SAG NWs specifically, but in the growth of MLs of materials
e.g. for super-lattices, layer by layer growth is essential, and is similarly suspected to
be favourable in the growth of SAG NWs with few to no lattice defects.

2.2.6 Surfactants

A common method to ensure layer by layer growth is the introduction of surfactants
during growth, the exact effect of which is dependant on growing material, growth
conditions, and surfactant choice [30]. It is suggested that surfactants can be separated
into two groups:

• Type 1 surfactants which activate the layer by layer growth regime where the
surfactant free system exhibits 3D island growth,

• Type 2 surfactants, by which island growth is promoted.

In the model described by Kandel and Kaxiras, both types of surfactants increase
adatom diffusion, but while type 1 passivates step edges, type 2 has no such effect.
The explanation is in the valence of the surfactant of choice.

In one model, also described by Kandel and Kaxiras [31], a surfactant forms a layer on
the growing surface, thereby decreasing the surface energy and consequently increas-
ing the diffusion by reducing the activation energy required to a hop. Incorporation of
an adatom into the growing material is explained by an exchange mechanism whereby
an adatom diffuses through the surfactant layer and binds to the surface below, lim-
ited by the activation energy for exchange. With the step edges passivated this means
the binding of adatoms to random locations and thus the increased likelihood to form
a 2D layer. Conversely, if step edges are not passivated, island growth is increased
by the increased diffusion length and reduced probability to bind to the surface be-
low, allowing the adatoms to diffuse to a favourable nucleation site at an edge before
nucleating elsewhere.
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Figure 2.8: (a) The stereo graphic projection of choice for the (001)
substrates of relevance to this thesis. (b) View into the [−100] direction
showing the minimum energy planes.

Usually surfactants are heavy atoms such as Sb, Sn, or Bi, which do not incorporate
well into usual III-V materials such as GaAs or InAs. In the GaAs(Sb) grown for this
thesis work, the incorporation is for example usually as low as 2% even though the
incoming Sb flux is kept higher than the As flux. This number is approximate and
derived Mohana Rajpalke. The high Sb flux is needed to maintain the surfactant effect
as the crystal grows.

2.2.7 Minimum energy planes and stereographic projection

It is mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1 that the growing crystal will form facets according
to the Wulff construction (another Wulff, unfortunately), thereby minimising the sur-
face free energy of the crystal. The crystals analysed in this thesis work are all grown
on GaAs (001) substrates, the stereographic projection of which is shown in Figure
2.8a. Here the two directions [010] and [100] are symmetric, the former exhibiting
(101) and (1̄01) facets, and latter (01̄1) and (011) [10]. This results in the cross-sectional
shape of the equialibrium crystal shown in Figure 2.8b with θ = 45◦. NWs growing in
the [11̄0] direction exhibit facets (111)A and (1̄1̄1)A, meaning the facets terminate in a
group V atom. The opposite is the case for NWs growing in the [110] direction, which
terminate in a group III atom. In the aforementioned study it appears that the incorpo-
ration is greater in the [110] direction—the anisotropy of kinetics of Ga on GaAs (001)
being the suggested cause—implying that tuning the growth parameters for either the
high symmetry or [11̄0] NWs results in sub-optimal growth in the [110] direction with
the converse being equally true. This poses a problem to the engineering of certain
III-V NW networks.

NWs studied in this thesis work are not always grown enough to form the full trian-
gular shape shown in Figure 2.8b. In such cases, NWs tend to form the facets indicated
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above but with an additional terminating (001) top facet. As will be observed in Chap-
ter 5, NWs may form facets of higher Miller indices than shown here.
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3 Atomic force microscopy

The atomic force microscope is first proposed and developed by Binning in 1986. The
AFM is based on the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), but achieves much higher
accuracy, measuring forces as small as 10−18 N [32]. The STM only images conductive
samples as it relies on changes in tunnelling current between the measuring probe and
the surface to capture the topography. The AFM overcomes this disadvantage by mea-
suring the force between probe and sample created by atomic interactions. Section 3.1
describes in further detail how the AFM works, with Section 3.1.1 describing technical
aspects of the microscope of especial relevance to user operation.

Only AFM images of topography are described and analysed in this thesis. The im-
ages are captured in tapping mode and Bruker’s ScanAsyst Air (SAA) [33], but even
standard commercial AFM systems have greater capabilities, e.g. for electrical and
mechanical characterisation. As will be elaborated further on later, certain modes
show promise in nanostructure characterisation for qubit encoding. Among these
are nanomechanical modes (NM) for cleanliness, scanning spreading resistance mi-
croscopy (SSRM) for high resolution carrier density mapping, and Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KPFM) for surface potential imaging. Some of these modes may require
special sample preparation, e.g. cleaving, to provide the most information.

3.1 Theoretical background

Stripped down to its most essential components, the AFM consists of a tip attached
to a cantilever with a highly reflective backside from which a laser is reflected into a
quadrant photo detector, see Figure 3.2a. A feedback loop controls the motion of the
cantilever based on the information provided by the detector, and can accurately do so
through a piezo element in the cantilever holder. The nature of the feedback loop de-
pends on the mode of operation of the AFM. A large variety of AFM imaging modes
exist, but can be roughly categorised in terms of the feedback modulation parame-
ter, and the motion of the cantilever. The components are described in Section 3.1.1,
and the feedback loop in 3.1.2. First, however, the general idea of AFM operation is
elaborated through an explanation of the forces sensed by the scanning probe.

The motion of the cantilever is either an oscillation above or onto the sample surface,
called tapping mode, or a constant motion across it, called contact mode. Depending
on the mode of operation and thus the tip-sample distance, the forces on the cantilever
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Figure 3.1: The Lennard-Jones potential, ULJ(z). The potential is zero
for z = σ, and has the minimum Ebond. For large z, the potential
naturally goes to zero, reflecting the range limit of the atomic forces.
The pink region indicates where the probe experiences repulsive forces
and the blue region where probe experiences attractive forces.

are dominantly long- or short-range. Atomic forces are often visualised through the
Lennard-Jones potential [34], plotted in Figure 3.1. The Lennard-Jones potential is
described by the function

ULJ = −4Ebond

(
σ6

z6 −
σ12

z12

)
, (3.1)

where z in this case is the tip-sample distance, and σ is the zero potential distance. De-
riving ULJ with respect to z to find zmin = 21/6σ, the minimum energy is the parameter
Ebond. The Lennard-Jones potential is engineered so that it takes into account the short
range Pauli repulsion in the term containing z−12, and the long range attractive forces
in the term containing z−6. The potential is a first order approximation, excluding
the possible anistropy of forces, and ignoring the elasticity of materials at very small
tip-sample distances. In modelling the forces experienced by an AFM tip in motion
above or on a sample, it was first used for its ease of computation, but more accurate
methods exist with today’s higher computation power [35]. The potential, however,
remains instructive to the understanding of the atomic forces sensed by an AFM probe.
Around the minimum of the potential, one force value is associated with two tip-force
distances, and it is therefore detrimental to AFM operation that the system is operated
either in a repulsive regime to the left of the minimum, or in an attractive regime to
the right of the minimum. The regime of operation depends on the mode of imaging;
contact modes operate in the repulsive regime, where the tip is snapped into contact
with the sample surface, and tapping modes where the tip is operated in the attractive
regime. SAA mode is an intermediate mode of operation, which will be described in
some detail in Section 3.1.3.
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3.1.1 Technical set up

The details of how each component in an AFM works are important to operation and
subsequent image processing. The AFM system employed in this thesis work is a
Bruker Dimension Icon [36], and the most relevant components present in this system
will be described in the following with a focus on the parts which most commonly
affect imaging e.g. through artefacts.

The entire probe is physically made up of a substrate, a cantilever, and a tip. The sub-
strate is several millimetres long and wide, and is placed in a cantilever holder by the
operator. At the end of the substrate is the cantilever, which is usually coated on the
backside with a reflective metal, so that the laser reflects off of it without much loss,
providing a large signal into the detector. Cantilevers exist in many shapes, sizes, and
materials, and therefore in an equally large variety of spring constants and resonance
frequencies. The optimal cantilever choice depends on the mode of operation and the
imaged sample. When choosing a cantilever, the tip itself is equally important to take
into account; in some cases—and this is especially true for coated tips—tip size may
limit resolution, causing a correlation of imaged pixels with their neighbouring points.
Furthermore, large tips (referring here to the tip diameter) may not resolve narrow
dips or small roughness variations. In some cases, tips with unusually large aspect ra-
tios may be required. This is the case when scanning narrow and deep trenches. When
imaging NWs relevant to this thesis work, Bruker’s ScanAsyst Air probes were most
commonly employed [37]. These are SiN probes with a nominal spring constant as
low as 0.4 N/m and a resonance frequency of 75 kHz. In comparison, the most com-
monly used tapping mode tips were Bruker’s Tespa-V2, which are doped Si probes
with a nominal spring constant of 40 N/m and a resonance frequency of 300 kHz.
Schematics of both probes are shown in Figure 3.2b. The necessity of the significant
difference is explained further in Section 3.1.3 concerning the SAA mode of operation.
The three most used probes are summarised in Table 3.1.

The quality factor of the cantilever is dependent on the cantilever itself and the en-
vironment in which it is operating as is true for the quality factor of any harmonic
oscillator. This implies that the quality factor of any probe greatly increases when op-
erated in vacuum. The implication of quality factor to AFM operation is explained in
Section 3.1.2, which concerns the modulating feedback in tapping mode.

The Bruker Dimension Icon uses a probe scanner as opposed to a stage scanner. The

Probe Eigen frequency Spring constant Tip radius
ScanAsyst-air 75 kHz 0.2 N/m 2 nm

Tespa-V2 320 kHz 40 N/m 7 nm
SuperSharpSi 320 kHz 42 N/m 2 nm

Table 3.1: Parameters of the commonly employed probes in this thesis
work.
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Figure 3.2: Technical set-up of the AFM. (a) Typical AFM set-up. (b)
Schematics showing the different shapes of Bruker Tespa and
ScanAsyst Air cantilever. The SAA probe is designed specifically to be
very soft. (c) Tube scanner. The z-component at the top is not shown.
When the tube bends, e.g. to make off-set in x, a small off-set in z is
also created by the nature of the bending.

former implies moving the probe above the sample, while the latter implies moving
the stage and sample underneath the probe. The probe is in this system moved using
a tube piezo, shown in the schematic in Figure 3.2c. In this schematic the z-piezo
piece (on top) is not shown. The cantilever substrate is attached to the top of this
piece. When potentials are applied on the x, y, or z (not shown) piezo materials, the
tube bends, effectively moving the tip. However, due to the nature of this contraction,
moving in x and y results in a small additional movement in z. At large scan sizes—
i.e. scan sizes nearing the limit of the given scanner—this causes a notable bow in the
captured image, which needs to be corrected for.

The scanner and stage in the Dimension Icon system sits on a floating table within
an acoustic hood; a popular solution to vibration isolation. The general idea of proper
vibration isolation is to suspend the AFM on a system with a resonance frequency that
is substantially different from the frequency of oscillation in the surroundings, e.g. in
the building.

3.1.2 Feedback in topographical AFM imaging modes

When the AFM was first proposed, the mode of operation suggested was naturally
contact mode based on the standard STM operation at the time. Contact mode was
not employed in this thesis work. Instead, the AFM was operated in tapping mode or
SAA. In the former the tip is made to oscillate above the sample surface, attached to
a flexible cantilever behaving as a harmonic oscillator. The cantilever eigen frequency,
amplitude, and quality factor are especially important parameters for operation, since
the feedback loop is either modulated by the amplitude or frequency of oscillation
(AM or FM respectively). In AM topographic imaging, the phase and amplitude of
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the cantilever oscillation are measured, while FM relies directly on the shift of the
resonance frequency. Operation is slightly different in SAA where the tip is also made
to oscillate, but at a much lower frequency, and the tip is brought into contact with the
sample.

The underlying physics behind both feedback systems are the effects tip-sample forces
have on the eigen frequency of the oscillator. The system in question is that of a driven
damped harmonic oscillator, making it a somewhat rough approximation that does
not take into account tip-sample interaction as a damping force; instead the oscillator
is in this assumption damped only by air. For a tip oscillating a mean distance d above
a sample at a relatively (to d) small amplitude, the force on the tip for off-set z from d
can be expanded to first order,

Fts(z + d) = Fts(d) +
∂Fts

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0
· z. (3.2)

The last term above takes on the shape of Hooke’s law, FH = −k · z, with spring
constant

k′ = − ∂Fts

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

. (3.3)

The cantilever can effectively be viewed as two oscillators in series; the first being the
cantilever itself, the second being a result of the tip-sample forces, i.e. with an effective
spring constant:

ke f f = k + k′, (3.4)

and therefore eigen frequency,

ω′0 =

√
ke f f

m
=

√
k + k′

m
= ω0 ·

√
1 +

k′

k
≈ ω0

(
1 +

k′

k

)
, (3.5)

where the last approximation requires that |k′| � k. This implies a shift in the ob-
served eigen frequency of

∆ω0 = −ω0

2k
∂Fts

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

. (3.6)

The amplitude of the oscillation depends on the frequency, and so depends only indi-
rectly on the tip-sample distance. The amplitude’s dependency on angular frequency
is roughly plotted in Figure 3.3, showing the change in amplitude of the oscillation
as the eigen frequency is shifted. The spread of the resonance curve decreases with
increasing Q-factor, making the feedback loop more sensitive to smaller changes in
height, which shifts the resonance curve only very little. This implies that the resolu-
tion of AFM in vacuum is greatly increased. The cost of this increase in z-resolution is
the response time of the cantilever, which will be slower [38]. For this reason the AM
feedback system is only employed in ambient conditions where cantilever Q-factors
stay reasonably low.
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Figure 3.3: The amplitude plotted as a function of angular frequency,
ω. The dashed curve shows the amplitude for the shifted oscillator
with eigen frequency ω′0 from eq. 3.5. The shift is exaggerated.

3.1.3 Bruker’s ScanAsyst Air

Available in several of Bruker’s AFM systems is the SAA mode of imaging, which
is a topographical intermediate contact mode. Intermediate implies contact with the
sample, but the cantilever is made to oscillate above the surface. The feedback relies
on the acquisition of force-distance curves at every measured point in the image. The
force-distance curves may be captured in a variety of systems for nanomechanical
measurements, e.g. of adhesion, and are not unique to Bruker systems [39]. During
SAA operation the cantilever oscillates at a very low frequency—usually 1-2 kHz—
relative to its resonance frequency. Throughout a period of oscillation—where the
force is measured at a large number of points—the tip approaches the surface, snaps
into contact, and is pulled off the surface again. Example force curves are shown in
Figure 3.4. The feedback loop is then modulated by the peak force where the tips snaps
onto the surface. Relying directly on the derivative of the force makes the imaging
mode quite sensitive, but also means it is optimally operated using a soft cantilever.
The force is continuously imaged even as the tip is pulled off the surface again. During
operation, force-distance curves provide a means to interpret tip or sample quality
by the adhesion as the tip snaps out of contact. Example force-distance curves are
shown in Figure 3.4. The scale of the z axis is determined by the lift height set by
the user during operation. In rare cases it may need to be increased for the tip to lift
properly off the surface, but this may similarly betray a blunt tip that should instead
be replaced. Figure 3.4a shows the force curve of an intact tip. The tip easily snaps
out of contact in comparison with Figure 3.4b where the tip is blunted greatly. Here,
adhesion creates a strong, relatively long range attractive force, which keeps the tip in
contact with the surface.
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Figure 3.4: Force curves extracted from Bruker’s ScanAsyst-Air mode.
(a) shows the force curve of an intact tip. The tip lifts off the surface
with relative ease compared to the blunt tip in (b), which doesn’t lift
off until around 200 nm.

3.2 Scan artefacts

In interpreting AFM data it is important to keep in mind that the image also contains
information about the conditions under which it was captured. The following sum-
marises the artefacts that must be distinguished from sample information in a reliable
analysis.

3.2.1 Tip convolution

An AFM image is per definition a convolution of the tip and the sample. The artefacts
created by this convolution are not necessarily obvious, but they are always present,
and especially obvious when imaging truly vertical structures. There’s no way to
remove these kind of artefacts, not even by a deconvolution, since the actual shape
simply cannot be measured by the tip. In many cases, however, a deconvolution may
reduce the error where the tip shape is well known. This artefact is important to be
mindful of in topographical analysis of AFM images, e.g. in calculating the volume
of a structure where the artefact is a source of systematic error, or in the analysis of
steep-walled structures such as trenches. Furthermore, tip convolution in principle
causes adjacent data points in high resolution images to be correlated, complicating
the reliable statistical extraction of parameters. This is especially important to keep in
mind when comparing surface roughness from AFM images. All images in a series
should be captured with the same tip while it is unworn. However, this is rarely
possible, and instead the data can smoothed using a high pass filter, which excludes
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λ ≈ rtip, with rtip being the tip radius. While this removes some information about the
sample, it also ensures the consistency of the roughness measurements.

3.2.2 Tip wear or breakage

The scanning tip may break, blunt greatly, or pick up particles from the sample. Break-
age or particle pick-up is usually quite obvious, e.g. Figure 3.5. Here, the broken or
dirty tip is betrayed by the repeating triangular shape. If it is not obvious visually,
the scan parameters may require sudden tuning due to the tip shape or size instantly
becoming different than expected. This can also cause the tip to crash onto the sample
surface, in the worst case destroying structures on the sample. As for analysis, the
artefacts produced by a broken or dirty tip are usually so obvious that the image will
not qualify for analysis and therefore will not affect possible conclusions drawn. Tip
wear, on the other hand, happens gradually and can be difficult to detect in its ear-
lier stages. Furthermore, it depends on the mode of scanning, the tip, and even the
sample, and therefore if high accuracy is needed should be accounted for and kept in
mind when capturing a large number of images. In this thesis work, samples were
most often scanned using Bruker’s automated imaging mode SAA [33]. Modulating
the tip motion of a soft cantilever (force constant k as low as 0.2 N/m) through the
force derivative, this topographical mode is very sensitive and therefore tip wear can
be reduced compared to e.g. tapping mode. In the capturing of large, high resolution
images, the tip was changed routinely to minimise the error of wear, which—since it
is essentially convolution—is otherwise difficult to quantify. The decision to change
tip was mainly based on SAA’s force curves as described in Section 3.1.3. If surface
roughness is of interest, the scanning tip should be checked on a standard tip checker
to ensure sharpness.

3.2.3 Noise

The oscillating cantilever experiences intrinsic thermal noise, limiting the minimum
detectable force gradient by ∂F/∂z ∝

√
1/Q [40]. This reciprocal dependency im-

plies the need for cantilevers with high Q-factors, however, as described in section
3.1.2 high Q-factors limit the response time of the AFM. In addition to this white ther-
mal noise, the AFM is also very susceptible to vibrations, and therefore requires good
acoustic isolation. This is possible even in relatively simple systems by keeping the
AFM inside an acoustic hood and on a floating table, and through compact design
of the scanning system itself. Momentary but larger disturbances can cause single or
multiple lines to be dominated by noise. These would not be interpreted by eye as
morphological data, but in computer analysis they will contribute to the measured
data. The single lines of dominant noise, however, are mitigated by the large number
of lines analysed as will be described in Chapter 4. Noise that is electrical in nature
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Typical tip artefacts created by a broken tip. The dielectric
mask surface imaged using a broken supersharp silicon tip in Tapping
mode. (a) zoom of the top left corner area of (b) prior to FFT filtering,
showing high frequency noise.

may also affect the cantilever oscillation. It can for example arise with poor grounding
causing interference with other devices. Electronic noise is usually easy to classify at a
frequency of 50 Hz, and fortunately equally easy to remove in post-processing using
a fast Fourier transform. Removing noise in an image is especially important in the
analysis of surface roughness, though one should always be cautious in the interpre-
tation of this parameter extracted from a noisy image, so while it is usually possible
to do so in post-processing, it is favourable and in most cases necessary to eliminate
the source of noise in the system entirely. Figure 3.5a shows an AFM captured during
noisy conditions and showing high frequency noise lines as consequence.

3.2.4 Piezo strain

Generally, the artefacts created by piezo strain depend on the type of scanner with
most commercial systems using tube scanners that create bowing, caused by the na-
ture of the bending described in Section 3.1.1. Bowing is especially significant for large
images (near the maximum image size of the scanner) and results in increasing posi-
tioner errors near the edge of the AFM image [41]. Often these artefacts are removed
automatically by the image capture software. If not successfully removed here, the
image can be post-processed to do so instead. Flattening these artefacts is possible—
usually easy using most modern post-processing softwares—but requires knowledge
of what the sample should look like. E.g. in this thesis work the substrates are always
flat, so artefacts caused by piezo strain are easily noticed and equally easily corrected
for by levelling the background of an image to zero, without unknowingly flatten-
ing any large-scale true tilt. In addition, the the scanner employed in this thesis work
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scans up to 90× 90 µm2 images, so while imaging in the centre of this available region,
artefacts from piezo strain are minor. The maximum scan size captured in this thesis
work is 15× 15 µm2, with the more common size being 5× 5 µm2.

3.3 AFM data in nanostructure analysis

Using AFM data for nanostructure analysis provides detailed information about the
amount of material accumulated during growth, as well as the attained morphology
of structures. The former is especially true about the growth of undesired crystallites
on the oxide mask. SAG nanostructures, however, are grown in etched trenches so
to know how much material is grown, knowledge of the trenches prior to growth is
required. While this information can be extracted from AFM—where one should be
cautious of tip artefacts affecting the perceived trench width—it can also be extracted
from TEM images, which have the advantage of showing the thickness and crystal
structures of material layers beneath the surface, as well as crystal defects. AFM im-
ages, on the other hand, provide better statistics e.g. for SAG NW morphology, and
is not destructive through the extraction of lamellas required for TEM cross-sectional
imaging. SEM is a much faster imaging method than AFM, but does not provide the
exact height of structures. Overall morphology trends such as excessive or lacking
growth and the presence of crystallites on the oxide can easily be seen in SEM, so sam-
ples are often viewed in SEM prior to an AFM scan to find especially interesting areas
for detailed imaging. As will be explained in Chapter 4, however, a more systematic
approach to AFM imaging is employed in this thesis work.
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4 Automated data extraction

AFM imaging remains a relatively slow but easily accessible characterisation method
but its power shows especially in its accuracy as well as the large amount of data out-
putted. This makes the microscopy method perfect for the employment of rigorous,
statistical analysis of the outputted data, providing an abundance of morphological
information with measurable statistical uncertainty. To get the most out of the analy-
sis and resulting morphological data, grown samples should be imaged in a consistent
manner. This requires the development of a scheme for imaging that is applicable on
all samples. When working with SAG samples, the same pattern can reproducibly be
grown under as many different growth conditions as needed, providing the starting
point for such a scheme. Samples imaged in this thesis work are often also used in
transport experiments or analysed by TEM. It therefore makes sense to analyse the
same structures no matter the method, so that information from one method may be
consistently correlated with information from another.

A number of image analysis softwares exist, some of which offer some automation,
e.g. Bruker’s own NanoScope. The benefits of creating a specialised procedure are
two-fold: Firstly, the software is easily expanded to the analysis of various structures
and specific parameters, and secondly, the output and its format can be fully cus-
tomised. Typical analysis tools, such as Gwyddion, Nanoscope, or Fiji, were used in
the verification of the presently described software.

The method of analysis described in the following is developed specifically to analyse
morphology of standard NWs used in transport experiments. The software is written
only for the analysis of topographical AFM images, i.e. topographical images saved
in the .spm or .asc file formats. Both of these formats contain a header with informa-
tion like pixel resolution, and in the .spm format even imaging parameters. The final
output of the software may be saved in a user-defined format, depending on personal
preference and purpose.

In this section the automated software for NW morphology characterisation is de-
scribed. The analysis is written Python and utilizes object-based scripting by placing
objects in classes that call various specialised functions. The software currently han-
dles and outputs information in the three classes: Wire statistics, wire specific, and
crystallite.

The general wire statistics class analyses all wires in an image together as a single set
and outputs:
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• Count,

• Mean height,

• Height standard deviation,

• Mean width,

• Width standard deviation,

• Levelled data map.

The wire specific class handles the data of each identified NW:

• Bounded data map,

• Facets,

• Mean height,

• Height standard deviation,

• Mean width,

• Width standard deviation,

• Line roughness of left and right sides,

• Mean cross-sectional area,

• Cross-sectional area standard deviation,

• Volume.

Currently, the outputted facets are not analysed further, but will exist as a separate
class so that in the future, facet parameters such as roughness metrics can be derived.

Lastly, the program handles the crystallites class similarly to the wire statistics class by
treating crystallites as a set, and outputting the following parameters, most of which
are statistical:

• Count,

• Area distribution, mean area, and standard deviation,

• Height distribution, mean height, and standard deviation,

• Volume distribution, mean volume, and standard deviation,

• Coverage.

Each analysis step is described in the following. Appendix A.3 lists the code directly.
It is currently called through the analysis function.
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart of the first part of the automated software. A
blue frame indicates a processing step, while a pink frame indicates
class data.

4.1 Preparation of AFM data

The first step in automated analysis is identification of the relevant structures. In the
case of SAG NWs, samples may exhibit poor selectivity when crystallites accumulate
on the mask surface. These crystallites must reliably be distinguished from NWs—
which may be discontinuous and thereby resemble crystallites in shape and size—and
analysed separately. This requires certain steps prior to naïve derivation of morphol-
ogy parameters. Figure 4.1 shows a flowchart of the image preparation steps in the
automated program. The software loads either .spm or .asc files, for which the head-
ers must be handled differently. Both file formats contain important information such
as pixel size and image size, which are saved for use in the derivation of morphology
parameters.

4.1.1 Pre-processing

Prior to analysis, the artefacts created by the AFM described in Section 3.2 must first be
handled. The samples analysed in this thesis work all have flat substrates and masks
(down to 0.3 nm Sq roughness), meaning artefacts such as bow or noise are easy to
identify. To reveal information about the sample itself, the artefacts are removed in
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a pre-processing step. The image is flattened by mean plane subtraction, and subse-
quently levelled by identifying the mask surface peak in the histogram data and set-
ting its mean to zero. This is a reliable approach only when very little mask opening is
visible in the AFM image - true only for grown samples. An analysis of the substrate
and mask prior to growth will therefore require a slightly different approach.

During imaging it is important that the sample and scan axes are well aligned. This re-
quires the operator to sometimes re-adjust the sample slightly on the stage, or change
the scan angle. NWs are typically grown in the four crystallographic directions: [110],
[11̄0], [100], and [010]. When loading the sample, [110] is aligned with the vertical
(slow) scan axis. This is important so that the crystallographic direction of all imaged
structures is known. Therefore, the pre-processing rotation usually needs to rotate
the sample less than or around a degree, minimising artefacts from rotation, which
is essentially an extra-polation. The rotation, however, is important especially to the
derivation of NW width, which should be extracted with each line exactly perpendic-
ular to the NW direction.

4.1.2 Segmentation and identification

Structures are identified above the background by using tools from image analysis.
Thresholding the data is an intuitive approach, and it is possible to identify objects
of a specific type depending on how the image is thresholded. For AFM images it
makes sense to use a simple height threshold determined by a posteriori knowledge
of the sample, but it is also possible to detect objects based on colour contrast in a
way that is similar to how the eye perceives [42]. The latter method may be useful for
the analysis of crystallites or structures on surfaces that are not flat, therefore making
it difficult to appropriately threshold the data. However, even for flat samples the
optimal z threshold may vary depending on the structures of relevance, so the method
is therefore not suitable in a fully automated software. The schematic in Figure 4.4a
shows how setting a manual threshold too high subsequently causes a systematic error
on the extracted width. Instead, statistical approaches to thresholding exist that can be
implemented in the automation of analysis, consistently selecting relevant structures.
Li-thresholding, for example, is an ingenious solution in which the entropy of the
image is minimised by the selection of structures [43], but is only one of a number of
methods.

The background is distinguished from structures in a histogram representation of lev-
elled data as can be seen in Figure 4.2d where a dominant peak near zero is the mask
surface. This separation requires good pre-processing of data to remove scan artefacts
such as skew and bowing seen in Figure 4.2a. With the data levelled, the background
is first identified by peak-finding in the histogram near zero. Once the background
has been identified, data several standard deviations away from the mean of the back-
ground peak is selected. Due to the occasional presence of parasitic crystallite growth
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2: The effect of levelling AFM data to object identification. (a)
and (b) Raw AFM image of GaAs(Sb) buffer on GaAs. Structures are
not clearly discernible in histogram data. (c) and (d) The same image
levelled by plane subtraction. In histogram data the substrate creates a
clear peak around zero.

on the surrounding mask, an image is classified prior to analysis by the types of iden-
tified objects in the image: Only crystallites, only wires, or both. Distinguishing be-
tween these three types of measurements is done by peak finding in the area histogram
of selected objects. If more than one peak is found, the measurement is labelled ’both’.
If only one peak is found, the mean area of selected objects is analysed relative to the
total image size. This places a restraint on the image size relative to the objects of
interest. While this approach is problematic in a more general automation, AFM im-
ages analysed by this software are all of similar structures and consequently of similar
sizes.

The third process related to segmentation involves eroding and watershedding the
selected data. Both methods are common in image analysis to separate objects unin-
tentionally grouped as one, which is the purpose the methods serve in this software
as well [44, 45].
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Bounding boxes (dashed red lines) surrounding NW
selections on (a) a clean oxide mask, and (b) a mask with a large
number of parasitic crystallites.

4.1.3 Classification of selected objects

If an image contains both crystallites and NWs, these must be grouped for separate
analysis. This process of distinguishing between objects can be automated by clas-
sifying the objects by various region properties parameters—such as can be derived
using e.g. the Python SciKit-image toolbox—the set of which in this case are selected
through a trial and error process on a large set of data. The parameters found to work
best in the distinguishing of crystallites and NWs on samples relevant to this thesis
work are:

• Orientation,

• Extent,

• Minor axis length,

• Mean intensity.

The parameters describe shape and size, and allow the objects to be clustered by k-
means clustering. This method places multi-variant objects into one of k clusters (here,
k = 2) by grouping objects by the mean of each selected variable [46]. Figure 4.2.3
shows AFM images of InAs NWs overlayed by the bounding boxes of the identified
NWs. In Figure 4.3b the crystallites are selected separately as explained. One crystal-
lite has grown into the left-most NW and is identified as a part of it.

Once the objects are grouped, they are refined separately. This processing involves the
following steps:

1. Group parts of a discontinuous NW together,
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2. Labelling of NWs from left to right,

3. Separate groups of crystallites selected as one into several objects.

The former two are done by k-means clustering. To group discontinuous NW parts to-
gether, k = number of NWs, and the parameter considered in the k-means algorithm is
the x-centroid coordinate. The same is true for labelling, only now selections are num-
bered according to their x-centroid coordinate. This is important when distinguishing
each wire. In addition, end facets are removed prior to height and width extraction by
taking the first derivative of the the central line through the selected NW. By thresh-
olding, data before the first and after the last peak in the derivative is removed.

4.2 Parameter extraction for identified classes

4.2.1 Facet identification

To reliably extract information about the faceting of NWs and their roughness, the
facets must be consistently selected. The facets are a separate class called within each
NW class, meaning the output parameters can be further customised in the future.

The selection of facets happen through a 2D histogram of derivatives ∂z/∂x and ∂z/∂y.
The histogram always shows a large peak at (0,0) which is the substrate plane, and
which in a few cases obscures the dominant top facets formed during slow growth.
During pre-processing, AFM images are rotated so that NWs are always along the
axis y; this implies that for all NW side facets ∂z/∂y = 0. The exact location on the
∂z/∂x-axis depends on the NW minimum energy planes as described in Section 2.2.7
and therefore on NW direction in the stereographic projection. Locating the facets
in the 2D derivatives histogram is simplified somewhat by assuming that NWs do
not grow planes of high Miller indices, therefore searching for peaks only in areas of
the derivatives histogram where a known plane appears, e.g. at 45 deg for the {101}
family planes formed by the [010] NWs. This method is also capable of identifying
NW end facets.

Currently, no information is extracted about the selected facets, but they can be used
in manual analysis.

4.2.2 Nanowire morphology

Once the nanostructures are identified, the height and width are calculated for each
identified structure separately. As the NWs are typically triangular in cross-sectional
shape, the mean height is calculated by determining the maximum height of each cross
sectional line in the identified structure and taking the mean over all lines in the NW.
This method ensures that no matter the exact faceting—or variation in faceting (as will
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be shown in Chapter 5, some structures grow two different facets)—the NW height is
consistently extracted. Similarly, this convention does not rely e.g. on the precision
of a fit to be truthful. One could for example linearly fit each cross-section with two
intersecting lines and derive the height as the intersection y-coordinate. The problem
with this approach is the assumption that NWs are triangular, which is not always the
case. The extracted parameters are illustrated in Figure 4.4. The standard deviation of
both width and height is outputted as well, providing detrimental information about
the uniformity of each wire.

A systematical error on the width will be present as a consequence of thresholding
the data. But for very rough or poorly grown NWs the hypothesis of a nicely triangu-
lar shape may not hold and the measured width, though off-set slightly from its true
value, in these cases continues to provide information. This method is therefore cho-
sen for consistency of outputted parameters since it avoids relying on fits that assume
certain cross-sectional shape. The situational systematic off-set from such a method is
shown in Figure 4.4b.

The NW volume is calculated by the sum of each volume element, i.e. the volume of
each pixel contained in the wire:

VNW = res2 ·∑ hi, (4.1)

where the sum over measured height, hi, runs over all pixels in the wire, and res is
the pixel resolution; usually around 5 nm per pixel. The NWs analysed in this thesis
work are all grown in approximately 10 nm deep trenches, and to get the true volume
of the NW growth, the trench volume must be added to this extracted NW volume.
This causes a large error from the rough approximations needed to calculate trench
volume. In addition to this error of approximation, the measurement will be affected
by the tip convolution with adjacent pixels being technically correlated. This issue is
somewhat overcome by resolution, but the error from this convolution depends on
tip wear and setpoint force during imaging—i.e. indentation—as well as the imaging
mode.

The NW morphology is derived from a large number of data points (depending on
scan size and resolution, usually more than 800 lines of pixels per NW). To obtain
consistent data for various samples, it is equally important to introduce a systematic
approach to AFM imaging. This is helped by the development of sample designs
with highly reproducible structure layouts made possible by SAG methods (briefly
described in appendix A.1).

4.2.3 Selectivity analysis

To enable the full description and understanding of crystallites accumulated on the
mask during growth, the previously listed parameters are derived. The derivation of
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Figure 4.4: Artefacts of AFM analysis. (a) Schematic of the cross-section
of a typical NW showing the parameters calculated in standard
morphological analysis. (b) Artefact on width arising from a method
involving a fit of the cross-sectional shape. (c) Schematic showing how
scan artefacts affect the measurement of a crystallite’s volume, causing
a systematic error. The actual artefact is in reality slightly larger,
because the tip cannot measure vertical walls.

these is straight-forward once the crystallites have been properly selected and sepa-
rated as is described in Section 4.1. The height of each crystallite is by convention
the maximum height of each selected crystallite object. The area is determined by the
number of selected pixels multiplied by the area of a single pixel. The volume is de-
termined by the height of each selected pixel multiplied by the area per pixel as for
the NWs. Statistical means and standard deviations are outputted for the three afore-
mentioned parameters, providing information about the homogeneity of crystallites.
Coverage is determined by the total area of all crystallites divided by the area of the
image.

Because of the nature of AFM data, one must be cautious in regarding the errors of
above parameters, both systematic and random. This is especially true for volume,
area, and area products. The volume is overestimated because of tip convolution.
Assuming the crystallites to be spherical, we can estimate the systematic error arising
from this scan artefact: For a vertical tip the additional volume measured is the volume
of the cylinder of height r and circle area πr2 minus the volume of the half sphere
intersecting this cylinder:

Varte f act = πr3 − 4
6

πr3 =
1
3

πr3, (4.2)

which in the case of a spherical crystallite implies that the artefact adds at least 1/4 of
of the actual volume to the measured volume. This is shown in Figure 4.4c. In reality
the artefact is larger still, since the tip is not able to measure vertical walls. The as-
sumption that the parasitic crystallites are spherical is, however, also not reasonable.
When extracting area and boundaries of each crystallite, the equivalent circular di-
ameter can be calculated. Comparing this diameter with the measured height should
give some idea as to whether the assumption of spherical crystallites is fair or not. The
artefact is therefore both dependent on the crystallites themselves, and the scanning
tip. Additionally, it should be recognised that tip convolution contributes with an
additional error on the measured area. Thus, with the assumption of spherical crys-
tallites breaking, the error on the volume is better calculated by the perimeter of each
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crystallite.

In deriving the area from the number of selected pixels the resolution is the main
source of error. This is true for the images analysed in this thesis work, where a
ScanAsyst Air probe with a nominal tip radius of 2 nm scans an image of 15 × 15
µm2 at 1024× 1024 pixels, implying that resolution alone results in an uncertainty on
any derived length by 15nm with one pixel value averaged over roughly 15 nm. There
should be no significant oversampling causing correlation of data points.

4.3 Running the analysis

Currently, the analysis can be run in Python, e.g. in Jupyterlab, over an entire folder
of images by running the following:

1 import os
2 import glob
3 import analysis
4

5 cd = {}
6 files_path = r"C:\ Folder path containing RAW AFM images"
7 for filename in glob.glob(files_path + "\*.spm"):
8 cd[filename] = analysis.analyze_afm(filename)

This stores the output data into the dictionary cd by filename, so it can either be saved
on drive in a worksheet or used directly in analysis, depending on user preferences.
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5 Results and discussion

In the full analysis of nano-device performance, the procedure shown in Figure 5.1 is
followed. Here, steps which will be covered in this Chapter are highlighted in pink.
These steps involve several characterisation methods that may depend on the results
of preceding analysis. The inspection of etched openings prior to growth usually in-
volves only AFM and SEM, as well as material characterisation. This step exists not
only for further analysis of derived parameters and their correlation with post-growth
results, but also to ensure that wafers are clean prior to growth to avoid contamina-
tion of the MBE system. Once an approved wafer is grown on, both morphological
and material characterisation takes place. This thesis work describes only morpholog-
ical characterisation, limited to focusing on AFM measurements, and using SEM and
TEM only as supporting evidence. Following this characterisation, devices are fabri-
cated from the grown structures by the deposition of metal contacts. The devices are
used in various transport measurements, none of which will be covered in this thesis
work. Neither will the fabrication of devices from nanostructure growth.

Samples in this thesis work are grown on GaAs (001) substrates. The stereographic
projection is shown in Figure 2.8a. The samples are grown by employees of the Mi-
crosoft Quantum Materials Lab team in Lyngby in collaboration with the University
of Copenhagen.

5.1 Pre-growth etch quality

The images in Figure 5.2 show selected areas etched in silicon oxide, baring the GaAs
substrate below. The mask openings were dry-etched following the procedure de-
scribed in Appendix A.1. Artefacts of the respective microscopy method are present in
both the SEM and AFM image, calling for caution in the interpretation of morphology.
Figure 5.2b is an AFM image from which the etched depth can be measured. When
extracting such depth from an AFM image it is important to ensure that the probe

Figure 5.1: The first steps in the life cycle of a single growth. Steps
highlighted in pink involve analysis covered in the following.
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Figure 5.2: Images of SAG mask openings from (a) SEM, (b) AFM. (c)
Cross-sectional view of etched mask openings from AFM. The data is
averaged over 100 lines below the noisy area in the central part of (b).
Pink lines show zeroth order polynomial fits. z axis is not to scale.

tip can and is tracing the bottom of the trench. Such tracing can be limited falsely
by poor image resolution when scanning very narrow trenches, making it seem like
the tip is too wide to reach the bottom. The etched openings imaged here, however,
are not deep and narrow with reference to the capabilities of modern AFM tips like
the one used to scan these images. The etched openings are more than 100 nm wide
and less than 15 nm deep and imaged by the SuperSharpSilicon tip listed in Table 3.1.
For more information on the probe see [47]. In the cross-sectional view from AFM
of a single opening, Figure 5.3b, the bottom trench measurement is made up of sev-
eral pixels, and is roughly flat with an average depth of roughly 11 nm. The average
depth is currently derived manually. The method of choice is to fit a zeroth order
polynomial to each step, which can be found by taking the derivative of a smoothed
cross-section. This is done for all lines in an image, and as the uncertainty from fit-
ting and subsequently finding the difference between the two lines is very small, the
main contribution is the standard deviation on the mean over the set containing all
line measurements. It is possible to automate this step-finding and subsequent fitting.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Cross-section of the central mask opening trench in Figure
5.2b. (a) TEM (HAADF STEM acquired by Martín Espiñeira). The
TEM image is of a grown NW from a structure shown in the schematic
in Figure 1.1b and 5.12, grown in trenches which have undergone the
same etching procedure as the ones imaged in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b,
but which are etched to a nominally different width. (b) AFM data.
The tick mark on the z-axis at -12.2 nm is the minimum of the
cross-section.

If the shape of the side walls is important, the capabilities of the AFM probe should be
tested on a known edge to determine tip convolution e.g. on a calibration standard.
The true angle of etched sidewalls can only be determined from AFM if the angle of
the tip is sharper than of the sidewalls. In this case TEM images showing the shape
of the trenches after growth are available and can be compared to the cross-sections of
the mask openings acquired from AFM. Figure 5.3a shows a TEM of another structure
grown in a similarly etched mask opening, though it should be noted that the trench
shown in TEM is etched to a different width owing to design convention. In this
comparison with the cross-section captured by AFM in Figure 5.3, the AFM probe
appears to image the overall mask opening shape well, but this conclusion cannot be
generally drawn as it is dependent on probe choice and wear.

Figure 5.2a shows an SEM image of mask openings of the same type and structure as
in Figure 5.2b imaged in a slightly different area. In this image the opening sidewalls
are made especially obvious by the edge effect. It is not possible to extract information
about the trench side wall from the SEM image. However, the width of the opening
can be extracted in a process similar to the one described in Section 4.2.2. The selection
of objects is also similar to AFM, though it should be noted that any selected threshold
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AFM SEM
Trench

Mean width (nm)
σw (nm)

Mean depth (nm)
σd (nm)

Left Central Right
166 162 165
6 6 6

-11.4 -11.3 -11.3
0.2 0.2 0.2

Left Central Right
173 174 172
1.2 1.2 1.2

Table 5.1: Width and depth of trenches derived from AFM and SEM
images.

is related to the intensity of the incoming electrons and therefore has little meaning in
comparison to the selected threshold in the AFM analysis. Furthermore, the image
is best smoothed before analysis to get rid of white noise, which otherwise makes
thresholding unstable. In this analysis, the image is smoothed by a Gaussian with
σ = 3 px.

Pre-growth mask openings should be routinely scanned to ensure optimal etching and
especially cleanliness. The latter is important not only to the growth of the single sam-
ple, but also to ensure that the MBE system is not contaminated by a dirty substrate
during growth. The trenches shown here are clean and look as expected. They have
been imaged both by SEM and AFM not only to ensure the consistency of data from
the two different microscopy methods, but also to derive a consistent method to ex-
tracting mask opening morphology from either SEM or AFM data, with the SEM data
being limited to trench width and cleanliness, but being a much more time efficient
method. In addition, the trench width derived from SEM is not affected by tip convo-
lution. The draw-back is the lacking information on opening depth. The width and
depth extracted from the images described above are listed in Table 5.1 below. This
data was extracted for all NW orientations, and the numbers in the table are repre-
sentative to all directions. The uncertainty on the width measured by AFM, σwidth, is
dominated by the resolution of the image at 3.5 nm/px (resulting in an uncertainty
of
√

2 · 3.5nm/px from adding uncertainties in quadrature), and with standard de-
viations on the mean width around 0.002 nm, the displayed uncertainty in the table
is simply the resolution, σwidth,res = 6 nm. Conversely, the uncertainty on the depth
from z-resolution of the AFM is assumed to be small—especially in a system well iso-
lated from noise—compared to the standard deviation on the mean depth, which is
around 0.2 for all trenches, and therefore the displayed uncertainty on the depth is the
standard deviation, making it statistical in nature.

A single convention should be decided on when measuring the width, both by AFM
and SEM. While employing only a single microscopy method, this becomes a ques-
tion of choice; e.g. the width at half of the minimum in AFM. In SEM, on the other
hand, such a metric is not meaningful. The edge effect is distinguished by a peak in
the intensity of electrons at edges. As can be seen in Figure 5.2a, the edge effect does
not result in an even brightness enhancement all over the image, making it difficult to
define a standard metric, which describes the position of the edge. Furthermore, the
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minimum compared to mask surface’s zero is dependent on brightness and contrast
tuning during imaging. The definition of mask opening area may therefore need to
be defined by different metrics in different microscopy methods. The widths listed in
Table 5.1 differ by about 10 nm depending on the microscopy method. The cause of
this disagreement is probably an underestimation of the width in AFM due to tip con-
volution, as well as the different nature of thresholding in the two types of microscopy
images.

Pre-growth mask openings are currently not handled by the automated software, but
introducing a more systematic approach to imaging pre-growth will be beneficial in
addressing two issues.

First, with a more thorough characterisation, contamination of the growth chamber
can be avoided by ensuring the cleanliness of every wafer prior to growth. Cleanliness
can to some extend be determined from SEM images alone based on the number of
particles visible both in etched openings and on the mask. Such particles may either be
dirt from the atmosphere or leftover resist. If resist is leftover in the etched openings, it
may not be immediately distinguishable from poor etch quality in SEM, depending on
material contrast. The same is true for standard topographical AFM, but quantitative
values for nano mechanical parameters may be derived based on the force-distance
data used in ScanAsyst-Air feedback in Bruker’s systems. Based on this e.g. adhesion
and indentation maps may be acquired. These maps were not permanently available
in the Bruker system used in this thesis work, but it should be possible to distinguish
resist, which is a polymer, from the hard crystal structure of both mask and substrate
in such images.

Second, problems with growth may easily stem from poor etching. Characterising
the etch quality prior to growth may therefore help flag poorly etched wafers before
they are even grown. It is important to note that even though a wafer may in that
case be excluded from growth, the information from such an analysis should not be
lost; poorly etched wafers hold information about the etching process that may in turn
prove useful in the optimisation of it.

5.2 Surfactant aided GaAs growth

The growth of GaAs buffer is important to ensure ballistic properties in the conduct-
ing channel as is discussed in [10]. In this thesis work, GaAs and InGaAs buffers
are grown on a GaAs (001) substrate prior to the growth of the conducting channel.
To minimise strain and subsequent strain relaxing dislocations, the interface between
buffer (independent on whether this layer is GaAs or InGaAs) and conducting chan-
nel should be smooth, requiring minimal surface roughness of the buffer. It is also
possible that incorporation and strain in the subsequently grown material depends on
the facets exhibited by the buffer, though this will not be discussed in the following.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.4: AFM data of GaAs buffer growth with and without the use
of Sb as a surfactant.

A GaAs(Sb) buffer such as the one grown under the successfully ballistic channels in
the aforementioned study is also grown here, as well as a surfactant free GaAs buffer
at similar growth conditions. Most important of these conditions are the substrate
temperatures during growth, 597 °C and 603 °C for GaAs and GaAs(Sb) growth, re-
spectively, and nominal growth rate (GR), which is 0.1 ML/s in both samples. The
latter value is derived by RHEED during a 2D growth of the same material without
SAG masking.

The effect in the [11̄0] direction of introducing Sb to the system during growth is seen
in Figure 5.4. Figures 5.4d and 5.4a are AFM images of GaAs grown without the use of
surfactants, while Figures 5.4b and 5.4e are AFM images of GaAs grown with Sb as a
surfactant. It is especially clear from the cross-sections in Figure 5.4c that the resulting
growth is greatly affected by the use of surfactants as the two NWs attain different
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GaAs [11̄0] GaAs(Sb) [11̄0]
Facet (1̄1̄3) (001)

Facet Sq (nm) 1.9 0.4

Table 5.2: Surface RMS roughness of main facets on GaAs and GaAsSb
growth.

shapes. This is perhaps a consequence of the Sb surfactant passivating step edges,
thereby enhancing layer by layer growth [30]. The Sq roughness of the dominant facet
on each growth is listed in Table 5.2, and it turns out that the surface roughness is sig-
nificantly smaller on GaAs(Sb). It is, however, important to consider that the NWs at-
tain different facets; it is not possible to say, based on this, what the surface roughness
of a GaAs(Sb) (1̄1̄3) is, and it is possible that the significant difference in roughness is
a consequence of the faceting.

In the AFM image of the GaAs buffer in Figure 5.4d the outermost NWs are not con-
tinuous and while it is possible that it is a matter of growth kinetics, it is just as likely
to be caused by wafer cleanliness prior to growth. This serves as another argument
for the need of good pre-growth metrics—as discussed in Section 5.1—to describe not
only the quality of etching, but also the cleanliness of the wafer. Additional images
in various places on this same wafer show the same apparently random crystallites
on the mask or discontinuity of growth. This will be discussed in Section 5.3 where
growth on the same wafer is analysed further.

Another issue observable in the AFM data of both buffers is the height difference be-
tween the inner- and outer-most buffers in each four-wire device. Extracting the mean
height as described in Section 4.2.2 of each wire allows comparison of heights attained
by inner and outer wires, seen in Table 5.3. Here, the left-most two wires are used
as representative inner and outer neighbours, so the outputted standard deviations
describe the variation in height per wire. It is clear that the outermost wires grow less
compared to the inner ones. Indeed, a Student t-test outputs a probability of zero for
inner and outer wires being the same in both growths. The effect is significant in both
buffers, but more prominent in GaAs(Sb) where the outer wires grow to just 60% of
the height the inner wires, with roughly 80% in surfactant-free GaAs. The uncertainty
on the ratio of growth in Table 5.3 is calculated by error propagation:

σR =

√(
σhI ·

∂R
∂hI

)2

+

(
σhO ·

∂R
∂hO

)2

(5.1)

=

√(
σhI ·

hO

h2
I

)2

+

(
σhO ·

1
hI

)2

. (5.2)

Here, R is the ratio of outer to inner height, and hI and hO are the mean heights at-
tained by inner and outer wires respectively, with σ being the standard deviation.

To understand this phenomenon better, the incorporation rate, Γas,GaAs, of adatoms on
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GaAs GaAs(Sb)
Outer NW height (nm) 38± 7 17± 2
Inner NW height (nm) 48± 6 29± 2

Ratio ho/hi 0.8± 0.2 0.59± 0.08

Table 5.3: Height of left-most two GaAs and GaAsSb buffers. The
dominant uncertainties are listed by ±.

GaAs is analysed for both growths. The incorporation rate can be derived from the
volume of the wires by

V = Γas,GaAs · tGr · a · A⇒ Γas,GaAs =
V

tGr · a · A
, (5.3)

where Γas,GaAs is the incorporation rate into the GaAs SAG wire in ML/s, tGr is the
growth time in seconds, a is the lattice constant of the grown material, and A is the
area of the NW with volume V.

As the NWs are grown in trenches similar to the ones described in Section 5.1, the
trench volume must be estimated or measured to obtain a realistic value for the true
growth rate. This allows for the comparison of the incorporation rate with the nomi-
nal growth rate of a corresponding 2D film. Therefore, a reliable estimate of the trench
volume is required. Based on the comparison of the two buffer growths seen in Figure
5.4, the contributing trench width is assumed to be the width of the wire in both cases
since the trench width at zero height can be measured directly in the GaAs growth,
and here appears to correspond in width to the full GaAs(Sb). Not taking the sloped
sidewalls into account as their contribution is small, the trench is approximated by a
rectangular box of volume d · l · w. Assuming the standard deviation of the measured
width to be similar to the one derived in Section 5.1—i.e. effectively zero—the larger
and far more significant contribution to the uncertainty on the width is likely to be
in the approximation of trench shape. This approximation may result in a systematic
error by making the trench volume seem larger than it in reality is, and consequently
causing a slight overestimation of the incorporation rate. The same is true for the es-
timation of the trench length, but with the resulting systematic error being relatively
smaller. The depth is extracted in Section 5.1. With no reason to believe that the dry-
etching process employed in the pre-growth fabrication of these samples is crystal
orientation dependent, nor finding any significant variation in depth for left, central,
or right trenches, the mean of the three extracted values is used as d. The uncertainty
on this mean is in principle calculated by the pooled variance of the three sets (left,
central, right), but with the standard deviations all being equal (Table 5.1) this calcu-
lation is redundant, and σle f t = σcentral = σright = σd̄.

Based on these considerations, the incorporation rates of the left-most two wires are
derived for both GaAs and GaAs(Sb). Errors are calculated by error propagation of the
growth rate derived from Equation (5.3), Γas,GaAs = V/(t · a · A), with the significant
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GaAs GaAs(Sb)
Outer NW GR (ML/s) 0.0274± 0.0005 0.0234± 0.0004
Inner NW GR (ML/s) 0.0336± 0.0007 0.0339± 0.0007

Ratio GRo/GRi 0.82 0.69

Table 5.4: Growth rates of left-most two GaAs and GaAsSb buffers.
Errors are calculated as described.

errors assumed to be on the width, length, and height of the trench as discussed:

σΓas =

√√√√ ∑
x={d,w,l}

(
σx ·
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Γas,GaAs

)2
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∂
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.

(5.4)

Note that the additional systematic error from the estimation of trench volume results
in an overestimation of the incorporation rate. The extracted values for growth rate
and errors are listed in Table 5.4. Based on a RHEED oscillations of planar GaAs on
GaAs (001) a calibrated growth rate is extracted from the MBE. In both the GaAs and
the GaAs(Sb) samples this nominal growth rate is 0.1 ML/s. The incorporation rate
of both inner and outer NWs is smaller than the nominal growth rate, implying an
effective adatom diffusion from each wire. This implies that for the growth shown
here, the usual diffusion considerations such as the ones in [12], where prediction
of VLS NW morphology is based on the collection of adatoms from the mask, break
down. Rather, the growing crystals behave as sources of adatoms to the surrounding
mask. This is a peculiar result that, apparently, as a consequence of SAG geometry,
causes an undesired variation in the growth across a single structure. The effect will
therefore be studied further in the following.

5.3 Variation in growth across GaAs NW networks

As is shown above, a significant difference in height and growth rate is observed be-
tween the outer- and inner-most NWs in a four wire device structure. This may have
consequences to the homogeneity of the subsequent InGaAs buffer and InAs channel.
With the desired hexon qubit structure requiring six identical NWs, the effect needs
to be accounted for in design, and therefore must first be studied in further detail. To
establish the cause and significance of this outer-inner height variation, it is studied
first with varying distance between neighbouring NWs (or pitch for consistency), and
second with varying NW width. Both parameters are shown in the schematic in Fig-
ure 5.5, and the absolute measure used in both studies is based on the design inputted
into lithography during fabrication of the wafer prior to growth. Furthermore, effects
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(a)

p w

(b)

Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic and (b) example data of structures imaged for
further outer-inner height variation analysis. Here p = 2 µm in the
[010] direction. The variation in height is often visible by a clear colour
contrast between inner and outer wires.

at NW ends are omitted by only scanning the central-most part of the device structure.
The reason for this omission will be discussed further in Section 5.4.

A number of possible underlying causes exist which may explain the variation either
on their own or in combination, and among these the following will be discussed:

• Temperature gradient across the four-wire device structure caused by the higher
thermal conductance of open (etched) substrate area relative to the glass-like
mask,

• Diffusion kinetics,

• Poor correction for proximity effect in EBL during preparation of the wafer, see
Appendix A.1.

Since the latter statement concerns pre-growth fabrication, evidence for and against it
is betrayed in the morphology of SAG mask openings, imaged and discussed Section
5.1. In both the displayed SEM and AFM data the right-most trench shown is the
outer-most one of the structure. The three trenches shown are part of a large array of
long, narrow (80 nm wide) trenches. Here, for the correction for proximity effect to
be insufficient, the innermost trenches would need to be significantly wider than the
outer-most one. As is shown above, this is simply not the case (See Table 5.1, which is
representative of the four common opening directions in the stereographic projection).
Furthermore, correcting for the proximity effect is a standard procedure, undertaken
by a third-party software [48]. Where bugs in such a software are uncommon but
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not impossible, it is therefore good custom to characterise the quality of the etched
substrate prior to growth. The latter hypothesis, however, remains rejected based on
the imaged pre-growth openings.

The remaining two hypotheses will be discussed in the following.

5.3.1 Outer-inner variation with pitch

The AFM images analysed in the following are of the central-most region of four 12
µm long NWs with increasing pitch, p, in three crystallographic directions: [11̄0], [110],
and [010], see Figure 5.5. These wires are grown on the same substrate (GaAs (001))
with the same etching conditions described in Section 5.1, and are from the exact same
growth as the GaAs four-wire structure buffer characterised in Section 5.2. Morphol-
ogy is measured for pitch values p = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 6, 8 µm (See Figure 5.5).
Structures of the same crystallographic direction with varying pitch are grown in a
single row near each other so growth parameters are assumed constant for all struc-
tures.

Figures 5.6a-5.6c show the height in nm of inner and outer wires as a function of NW
pitch in all three aforementioned directions. The plotted values are extracted mean
heights of all NWs in the four-wire structure. A single consistent trend is clear; as the
pitch increases, the NW height both for inner and outer wires decreases. This effect
appears to saturate for pitches larger than around 3 or 4 µm in all three measured
directions. Furthermore, the ratio of growth between outer and inner wires also satu-
rates around this value.

Due to faceting, NW height is not an accurate measure for incorporation but the ben-
efit of also taking the height into consideration is two-fold. Firstly, morphological
parameters are intuitive to work with and give an idea of the direct consequence to
the desired hexon structure sketched in Figure 1.2a. Secondly, the outputted height
of each wire is, as described in Section 4.2.2, the mean taken over a distribution of
roughly 1000 points. This allows for a statistical analysis, which in this case provides
a good understanding of the nature of outliers; in this data, discontinuous growth is
revealed by relatively larger standard deviations. The exact nature of the outliers will
be discussed later, but are in general assumed to be a consequence of poor etching
conditions.

The corresponding incorporation rate calculated from the wire volume is plotted as a
function of pitch in Figures 5.6d-5.6f. This incorporation rate is derived as in Section
5.2. The y-axis is growth rate in units of the nominal growth rate (0.1 ML/s). All
data points are below 1, giving away the source-like behaviour of all imaged wires,
similar to what is shown in the previous section. A good agreement between height
and incorporation pitch dependency is observed; a decrease in growth rate and height
with increasing pitch that saturates at a pitch of 3 to 4 µm.
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Four GaAs wires on GaAs (001)
GR = 0.1 ML/s, w = 0.25 µm, p = 0.5 - 8 µm
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Figure 5.6: (a-c) Mean NW height as a function of pitch. All four NWs
in a structure are plotted separately. (d-f) Incorporation rate calculated
from the wire volume of all wires as a function of pitch. All wires are
plotted separately. The error bars are generally small and uniform and
therefore not shown as they provide no additional information. All
plot titles indicate NW orientation.

The samples are grown under an As over-pressure but at a high enough temperature
that it should desorp quickly both from mask and growing crystal in the absence of
Ga. Ga’s interaction with As is therefore neglected in the following where As is in-
stead considered a constant background. With an incorporation rate much smaller
than the nominal growth rate (at most 55%), the NWs may be viewed as sources of
adatoms to the surrounding mask surface. This is true only for sufficiently low des-
orption rates, Γav,NW . The closer the NWs are together the more likely adatoms are
to diffuse from one wire to the other, effectively making the NWs better sources to
each other. This effect is only present within some saturating pitch, psat, related to the
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diffusion length of adatoms on the substrate, λGa,sub. Within this length scale the NWs
are, so to say, coupled to each other. The diffusion length describes a statistical aver-
age, implying that NWs experience strong coupling for pitches much smaller than the
diffusion length where many more adatoms will traverse the total distance between
wires. In this case NWs are expected to grow larger due to the relatively higher num-
ber of adatoms around them. Similarly, it is possible NWs are still somewhat coupled
for pitches slightly larger than the diffusion length, but the variation between outer
and inner NWs is expected to approach zero at this point. This implies that a mini-
mum value for the diffusion length can be estimated based on the shown data. The
absolute height appears to saturate around the same pitch regardless of NW orienta-
tion, implying that, in this view, the diffusion of adatoms on the mask is isotropic.

Based on similar considerations in [16], a NW has two sources of adatoms: Direct
impingement from the beam onto the SAG structure, and diffusion from the substrate
onto the structure. This implies that the cross-sectional area in the 1D approximation—
here assumed valid where NW ends are not taken into account—grows as:

hw
tGr

= γas,directΓvaw + λGa(p)γas,subΓva. (5.5)

Here, γas,x is a number between -1 and 1 that represents the incorporation rate from
source x. For the SAG NWs shown here, γas,sub needs to be negative for the source-
like behaviour to show. In addition, this parameter is artificial, and not physical, as
the incorporation rate depends on a number of things, e.g. surface energy and nucle-
ation site density, and not on the source of the adatoms. Γva is equal to the incoming
flux, measured in ML/s. The diffusion length of Ga, λGa,sub(p), is said to depend on
the pitch since for pitches smaller than the diffusion length, it is effectively, in the 1D
approximation, limited by this. In this regime, the number may therefore be approxi-
mated by p, so that:

h = γas,directΓvatGr +
γas,subΓavtGr

w
· p. (5.6)

This approximation, and using height and not incorporation rate directly, assumes
flat faceting of NWs; untrue in the [11̄0] direction. However, in this thesis work this
fit serves only two purposes: To derive the saturation pitch more accurately, and, as
will be shown in the following section, to find the effect of pitch variation in the width
study. Therefore, in the light of the current qualitative discussion, only the height
dependency is fitted as it provides the information needed.

This allows for linear fitting of the data shown in Figures 5.6a-5.6c up to the saturation
point. Fits and data used in the fits are plotted in Figures 5.6g-5.6i with fitting parame-
ters a = ΓavtGr/w and b = γas,directΓvatGr. Only data points up to p = 3.5 µm are kept,
and outliers, which will be discussed in the following, are excluded. Based on this
linear fit of the first data points, the saturation point is more accurately derived by the
crossing point of the inner and outer functions, since it is assumed that beyond this
point all communication between NWs is impeded. The data of each NW direction is
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fitted by h = a · p + b, so that

psat =
bO − bI

aI − aO
. (5.7)

Uncertainties on the fitting parameters a and b are calculated by the square root of the
co-variance matrix diagonal elements, so the uncertainty on psat can be found by error
propagation:

σpsat =
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σbO ·

∂psat

∂bO

)2

+
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(5.8)
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I
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. (5.9)

The resulting saturation point and uncertainty are listed in Table 5.5 for each NW ori-
entation. Note that fits to the incorporation rate give values within the uncertainties.
The variation in psat is not significant on the given samples (the issues of which will
be discussed in the following) with psat for the [11̄0] direction overlapping with the
corresponding value for both the [110] and [010] directions. It is worth noting that
this derived saturation pitch may be sample dependent; as will be described in more
detail later, the pre-growth preparation of the sample in question appears to be sub-
optimal, based on the poor reproducibility of growth in certain areas. What exactly
this implies for the diffusion length is hard to say, but increased mask roughness may
correlate with the parameter by betraying a larger number of possible nucleation sites,
thereby decreasing the diffusion length. It is therefore not unlikely that a different dif-
fusion length can be observed on similar samples, which have undergone a different
pre-growth fabrication process.

The incorporation rate may be fitted using the same assumptions, and fits indeed out-
put similar values for psat.

In Section 2.2.4 the diffusion equations in a similar SAG system of growth are de-
scribed. A boundary problem solver was used to see whether the observed outer-inner
ratio made physical sense in this view. The boundary problem solver is currently in
an early stage, but is able to reproduce an inner outer ratio, which decreases with
increasing pitch.

While the above diffusion considerations are sensible, they may not fully reflect the
underlying nature of the growth; the data in Figure 5.6 provides no way to distin-
guish diffusion effects from a temperature gradient across the four wire structure with

NW orientation [11̄0] [110] [010]
psat 4.2± 0.6 µm 4.5± 0.2 µm 3.8± 0.2 µm

Table 5.5: Saturation point of trends fitted in Figure 5.6.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.7: Example AFM images from pitch study of GaAs on GaAs
(001). (a), (c) and (e) reproducible buffer growth in the indicated
directions. (b), (d) and (f) outliers with random discontinuity or
irreproducible growth (bottom central wire in (d)).
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lower temperature in the centre of the structure. Based on a simple COMSOL simula-
tion, however, a temperature gradient of less than 1 K across the four wires distanced
by several hundred nm is expected. Furthermore, full-stack NWs (InAs on InGaAs
on GaAs(Sb)) exhibiting poor selectivity show no clear gradient in crystallite count
approaching the wires as is otherwise expected from a temperature gradient, see Fig-
ure 5.8c. In SEM images 5.8a and 5.8b, however, a curious phenomenon occurs on
the GaAs substrate. Small, dark spots not visible to AFM and therefore assumed to
exist underneath the oxide mask are observed. The source of the presumed holes is
unknown, but a previous study describes the out-diffusion the Ga and As from GaAs
(001) into a silicon oxide mask similar to the one used in this thesis work [49]. This
out-diffusion only takes place at sufficiently high temperatures, but the holes observed
here only appear roughly 2.5 µm from structures. A possible explanation is that the
area around structures is colder, the phenomenon, therefore, betraying a tempera-
ture gradient. So while the temperature gradient across such structures is supposedly
small, it may be enough to shield the nearby substrate from the out-diffusion of Ga
and As into the dielectric mask. Furthermore, obscure sources of cooling may have
unwittingly been omitted from the COMSOL simulation. Therefore, while the above
diffusion considerations, essentially with root in the diffusion equations of the system,
may explain the observed variation in growth rate, it is not possible to entirely rule out
the influence of a small temperature gradient.

The nominal GaAs thickness for a given growth is calculated by the nominal growth
rate multiplied by the growth time. The lattice constant of GaAs is 0.565 nm, so the
nominal growth rate in nm/s is 0.1ML/s · 0.565nm/ML = 0.0565nm/s, implying that
the nominal thickness is around 100 nm for the sample in question, which was grown
for 1800 s. With GaAs being completely lattice matched to itself, the buffer growth is
therefore expected to be continuous. Indeed, the majority of the structures grow as
expected with a few exceptions. The outliers are explained by visual inspection of the
AFM images. Figures 5.7e and 5.7f show a reproducible growth and a discontinuous
growth, respectively. Reproducibility is ensured by imaging a similar structure (e.g.
shorter wires nearby, or same structure in a different area), or simply by comparison
of a wire with its neighbours. In Figure 5.7f at least 3 out of 4 wires show significant
discontinuity. Furthermore, small crystallites are observed in the bottom left corner,
which—for their apparently localised position on the mask—cannot be a result of poor
selectivity from low growth temperature (e.g. see Figure 4.3b). Figure 5.7f shows
buffer growth where p = 3 µm in the [11̄0] direction. This data point is excluded prior
to analysis because the automated software fails to identify all four wires, classifying,
instead, the second wire from the left as crystallites. In all cases of automatic image
exclusion made possible by the numbering of NWs, the excluded image provides no
information to the current analysis. In many cases the software is able to identify and
group discontinuous wires, now seen as outliers in Figure 5.6. Note also the faceting
of [11̄0]; family {1̄1̄3} compared to the (001) facet of the [110] and [010] oriented wires.
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 5.8: (a) and (b) SEM images of presumed holes in the substrate
underneath the dielectric mask. The growth is GaAs on GaAs (001).
(b) is a zoom oon the holes seen in (a). (c) SEM image showing the
accumulation of crystallites on the mask due to poor selectivity.
Crystallites are not obviously more concentrated near structures. SEM
image acquired by Daria Beznasiuk.

The relatively larger height measured of structures in crystallographic direction [010], p =

3.5, 4 µm cannot be explained by visual or morphological inspection of the structures.

5.3.2 Outer-inner variation with width

To further study GaAs SAG geometry dependence, height and incorporation rate are
analysed for increasing etch width. Images are captured as described in the previous
section. With a constant pitch of 1 µm, the image size can be kept constant at 6 µm×
6 µm. Only the central-most part of each wire structure is imaged. By design for EBL
width values are w = 0.125, 0.16, 0.175, 0.2, 0.225, 0.25, 0.3 µm.

Figures 5.9a-5.9c show the height of outer and inner buffer growths as a function of
wire width. It is important to note that the pitch is defined as the distance from wire
centre to wire centre (or left edge to left edge), so as the width increases, the distance
between one NW edge and the next decreases. Following the analysis in Section 5.3.1
this implies that with increasing width the consequently decreasing distance between
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Four GaAs wires on GaAs (001)
GR = 0.1 ML/s, w = 0.125 - 0.300 µm, p = 1 µm
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Figure 5.9: Height and incorporation rate of GaAs as a function of NW
width.

NWs causes a small increase in NW height. This is shown in Figure 5.10f. The cali-
brated pitch, denoted pc, is calculated by adding the difference in width of an incre-
ment to the initial pitch, see Figure 5.10g. The wires imaged in the preceding pitch
study were 0.25 µm wide, and therefore pc(w = 0.25µm) = 1µm in this study. I.e.,

pc(wi) = pc(wi−1) + (wi−1 − wi), (5.10)

which for wi = 0.225µm implies that

pc(0.225µm) = pc(0.25µm) + (0.25µm− 0.225µm) (5.11)

= 1µm + 0.025µm (5.12)

= 1.025µm, (5.13)

and so on. Figure 5.10f shows the fit from Section 5.3.1 to the height as a function of
the calibrated pitches. Corresponding NW widths are shown on the top x-axis in the
plot. The increase in height with increasing width within in the range of interest to
this study is around 1 nm, which—in a quantitative analysis of the trends discussed
in this section—must be corrected for. However, for now it is enough to establish that
the decrease in pitch for increasing width adds a small systematic error.
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The trends in height are clearly direction dependent with the growth displaying in-
creasing height with increasing width in the [11̄0] direction, and decreasing height
with increasing width in the [110] and [010] directions. From visual inspection of AFM
images, the shape of the GaAs buffer also turns out to be direction dependent. Dia-
grams of the cross-sectional shape of the buffers are shown in Figure 5.10. All [11̄0]
NWs exhibit triangular shape to some degree. The different height trend seen in the
[11̄0] direction is likely a consequence of this faceting, and therefore likely relates to
surface energy minimisation, instead of the diffusive behaviour of Ga. NWs grown in
the [110] and [010] directions exhibit a significant flat top facet. This is true for all NW
widths except the smallest, 0.125 µm, where both [110] and [010] wires are triangular.
When studying the width dependence, the topic of discussion is diffusion on GaAs
rather than on an amorphous dielectric mask. Diffusion is a highly surface depen-
dent process, so even while the diffusion of Ga adatoms on GaAs (001) is known to be
anisotropic—with higher diffusion in the [11̄0] direction—the same may not be true
for other GaAs surface planes. This implies that the first data point in the [110] and
[010] directions may not belong to the set in a physical sense.

While diffusion of Ga on GaAs is a well studied topic, the exact values of diffusion pa-
rameters are, as described in the previous section, growth parameter and pre-growth
fabrication dependent. This implies that diffusion parameters derived in previous
studies may not be accurate on the currently studied sample.

In Figure 5.9d the incorporation rate of outer and inner NWs is plotted as a function
of design width for the [11̄0] direction. The incorporation rate, as in the pitch study,
is calculated from the cross-section (equivalent to volume, but in 2D) to keep any
variation in length from affecting the value. In this direction the incorporation rate in-
creases with NW width while the outer to inner ratio also appears to increase towards
1. The data points at w = 0.3, 0.25 µm are outliers with discontinuous growth, and
it is therefore difficult to say if the ratio saturates or not. With the incorporation rate
again being much smaller than the nominal growth rate, the NWs may act as sources.
Diffusion across a NW in this direction is much smaller than along it. With the ex-
act diffusion length unknown, it is perhaps possible that at a width of 300 nm, the
source-like behaviour of the growing GaAs is reduced, thereby reducing the coupling
between NWs. This would be true only for this NW direction, where the easy axis of
Ga diffusion is along its length.

In the [110] direction (Figure 5.9e) the same trend is not clearly visible; instead, the
growth rate appears somewhat constant over the measured range, especially if the first
data point is taken out of the considerations. All structures except the very narrowest
NWs at w = 0.125 µm exhibit flat (001) top facets, so that Ga adatoms are expected
to behave the same way on the substrate as on the growing crystal. Physically, then,
the plot may betray that the adatoms can move freely across the NW independent of
the width in the studied range, so that the source-like behaviour does not depend on
the width in the same way it appears to be in the [11̄0] direction. These considerations
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Figure 5.10: Morphology taken into account in the width-dependency
discussion. (a)-(c) Cross-sectional shapes of GaAs buffer growth,
lengths are not to scale. (d) and (e) 3D projection of AFM image of
GaAs buffer grown (w = 0.225 µm) in the (d) [010] direction exhibiting
flat (001) top facet, and (e) [11̄0] direction exhibiting (1̄1̄3) facets. (f)
The expected height variation in width measurements from changing
pitch alone. The data is from the fit to pitch dependency in the [110]
direction. (g) Schematic of corrected pitch plotted in (f).

may indeed betray the known anisotropic behaviour of Ga on GaAs, however, the
results presented here are made unclear as a consequence of the variation in faceting.

In Figure 5.9f the width dependency is plotted in the [010] direction. As in the [11̄0]
direction the incorporation seems to increase for increased width. This is especially
clear in the outer NWs. The slope of this width dependency is less dramatic com-
pared to [11̄0], perhaps indicating that the diffusion length, while somewhat limited,
is relatively longer across the [010] structures.

In general, all trends may be of interest to study on even wider NWs to observe if, like
in the pitch study, the coupling between NWs saturates. Such a study will reveal how
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Example AFM images from width study of GaAs on GaAs
(001) in the [11̄0] direction. (a) Outerlier with apparently random
discontinuity. (b) Reproducible growth.

anisotropy in the diffusive behaviour of adatoms affects the growth of consistent NW
networks.

In the presence of a significant temperature gradient, the NWs are expected to grow
more in the central part of the structure where overall temperature is lower. If the
gradient is caused by the relatively higher thermal conductivity of mask openings rel-
ative to the mask, then a wider NW is expected to be colder. This should affect the
incorporation rate of both inner and outer NWs as is predicted in Chapter 2, but no
significant effect appears present especially when regarding inner wires in the [110]
and [010]. With no reason to suspect the temperature gradient is dependent on NW
growth direction, any possible temperature gradient is either insignificant in the cur-
rently studied NWs, or affects them equally.

Figure 5.13b shows a typical outlier compared to a reproducible growth in the same
direction, seen in Figure 5.13a. As was argued in the preceding section, the outliers are
presumed to be a result of poor etch quality. This is argued by their localised nature,
e.g. to single structures or areas.

5.4 Imaging fully grown four-wire structures

Figure 1.1b shows the usual full stack of materials grown. This implies that when
imaging a fully grown NW by AFM, the incorporation rate is no longer a physical
parameter, now instead describing some average incorporation rate of several layers
of material grown at different substrate temperatures, times, and growth rates, some
of which are tertiary compounds. Morphological analysis by AFM remains relevant
due to (a) the highly statistical output, and (b) it’s accuracy.
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(a)

1 µm 0.25 µm

4.15 µm

(b)

Figure 5.12: (a) Schematic of a four-wire structure. The NWs are by
design 250 nm wide, and 4.15 µm long, and the pitch is 1 µm. (b)
Example image of a fully grown four-wire structure.

The four-wire structure shown in Figure 5.12 is designed for transport experiments.
The four wires are usually gated differently so that a single structure provides infor-
mation on a single gate. It is therefore important that the four NWs are identical or, if
not, then that they are well characterised so that morphology can be taken into account
when comparing the transport properties. To consistently characterise the device, the
automated software and a standard procedure to imaging is employed. The standard
procedure consists mostly of (a) ensuring tip quality, and (b) ensuring image quality
(noise reduction, proper gain adjusting). All images are captured at the same reso-
lution, so that variations in artefacts in the resolution may come from tip alone and
only in cases of bad tip wear. Furthermore, all NWs are imaged with tip movement
perpendicular to the wire direction to ensure that any asymmetry in the tip is not
misinterpreted as sample variation.

Following this procedure, a large number of four-wire devices have been imaged and
analysed. Figure 5.13 shows the heights of all the NWs measured and subsequently
successfully analysed by the automated software for all different NW growth direc-
tions measured throughout this thesis work. This figure reveals the power of the
automated software, with the calculations on 77 images requiring no human input
throughout processing and parameter extraction. A few samples are automatically
excluded from the figure by the software when it fails to identify four wires, as previ-
ously described. This happens for 8 images. The software fails in all NW directions
on only a single sample (labelled 002), which exhibits extremely poor selectivity; more
than 2000 crystallites per 15× 15 µm2. On this sample, and as is true for most failures,
the software is not able to identify any NWs in any of the four images. In two cases
the software outputs a kind of false positive - the identification of four NWs, which
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Figure 5.13: Total height attained of inner and outer NWs in four-wire
structures for all imaged and successfully analysed samples. A
schematic of the imaged structure is shown in Figure 5.12a.

are, in reality, not NWs but scan artefacts or crystallites. This is the case for sample
ID 005 in the [100] direction, and ID 066 in the [11̄0] direction, which are therefore not
currently automatically excluded or flagged.

Appendix A.2 lists all samples scanned throughout this thesis work. A large num-
ber of the samples were imaged to obtain information on NW morphology e.g. for
transport measurements or growth analysis. Not all imaged samples are included in
the above figure and preceding analysis. For consistency only four-wire structures ex-
hibiting full stack of material—i.e. a conducting channel—are shown here. As can be
derived from the appendix, the growth of some of the conducting NWs are preceded
only by a single buffer layer, resulting in a much smaller total height.
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Figure 5.14: Longitudinal NW plots. Arrows indicate which NW
corresponds tow hat colour in the plot. (a) Longitudinal profiles of the
four NWs imaged in (b), and (c) shows profiles of NWs in (d).

5.5 Further analysis and future software use

In Figure 5.13 the errorbars show the standard deviation. What the standard deviation
essentially describes is the variation in length along each wire. This is shown in Figure
5.14 in the two NW directions [11̄0] and [010]. At the ends of these [11̄0] NWs, an
accumulation of material is observed. What causes this accumulation is unknown, but
the contribution to the standard deviation is significant. Furthermore, in some cases
NW ends instead grow less, resulting in a similarly increased standard deviation. In
general, what happens at NW ends is attempted disregarded in the previous pitch and
width studies—e.g. by not imaging the ends of long NWs—but in the case of standard
4.15 µm NWs, it is deemed more consistent to keep all ends than to exclude them
in cases where divergent behaviour is observed. This decision is in part made due
to the large variety in detailed morphology, the cause of which is usually unknown.
Profiles such as these raise the need for further analysis of line roughness. Parameters
such as waviness, kurtosis, or skew may help distinguish one divergent behaviour
from another, e.g. distinguish the line roughness of the [11̄0] from the one of the [010]
profile.
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Analysis of a large number of samples using the automated software therefore reveals
not only its current power, but its potential in future use. Depending on the structure
of analysis, the output may be customised; and the same is true for the selection and
parameter extraction process. But the inclusion of more parameters into the standard
analysis raises the question of how to best standardise the preceding measurements,
as well as the further specialised analysis itself, and in particular what parameters
provide the most information.
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6 Conclusion and outlook

To consistently characterise the morphology of SAG structures imaged by AFM, a
software has been developed and tested. The software is currently specialised for 4
µm long four-wire devices, but works on a variety of similar structures. Statistical
averages and their standard deviations are outputted where it is possible and makes
physical sense. An exception to this is the outputted volume. Even with consistent
calculation of morphology parameters, some caution is called for in the interpretation
of results where AFM data does not reveal characteristics of layers beneath the surface.
In a full structural characterisation of SAG NWs, therefore, TEM and SEM images may
be used in conjunction with AFM.

The automated software has been tested on 26 samples, each of which has been im-
aged in at least 3 places. In a test of identical four wire structures, the analysis failed
to identify all four wires in eight cases, and outputted two false positives where the
output data did not describe the four imaged wires. In these two cases, images were
not anyhow flagged as failed, but represented rare edge cases, both being old images
captured prior to the standardisation of AFM imaging.

To optimise the use of the software, a standard method of imaging has been devel-
oped, which ensures the consistent imaging of device structures, described in Section
5.4. In the development of this method, a number of metrics to fully and quantitatively
describe NW morphology have been discussed. The software is in turn optimised for
the extraction of the discussed parameters—e.g. by cutting out NW end facets before
deriving height and width—thereby specialising the software for a given structure.
This implies a possible prospect in developing the software for different structures
where different parameters are of interest. The software could, for example, in the fu-
ture be optimised for the analysis of a hexon structure, where the morphology of NWs
and superconducting backbone may be regarded separately, shown in Figure 6.1a. In
addition, junction characteristics may be of particular importance.

Furthermore, metrics that describe pre-growth etch quality have been discussed. Cur-
rently, the automated software does not analyse pre-growth mask opening, but the
changes required for a simple depth and width extraction are minor. As discussed,
however, it may be interesting to characterise etch quality from quantitative nano me-
chanical AFM data, such as can be derived from Bruker’s PeakForce modes. This
would aid in the distinguishing of pre-growth wafer cleanliness and etch quality where
etch roughness may be otherwise indistinguishable from leftover resist.
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The automated software has been employed in the analysis of adatom kinetics dur-
ing GaAs growth by MBE. The study addresses an observed variation in growth rate
between inner- and outermost wires in four-wire structures, and is conducted in two
parts. In the first, the variation as a function of NW pitch is discussed, while in the
second the pitch is kept constant under a variation of NW width.

Increasing the pitch decreases communication between neighbouring wires, conse-
quently decreasing the height of both inner and outer wires, which act as sources to
each other only within a characteristic length related to the diffusion length of Ga
adatoms on the mask. The saturation pitch for which wire coupling is impeded is de-
rived from fits to around 4 µm. This is consistent for all imaged NW directions; [11̄0],
[110], and [010]. In contrast, increasing the width of NWs results in inconsistent trends
that depend on NW direction. This inconsistency is attributed to the well-studied
anisotropic diffusion of Ga on GaAs, argued here by the decreasing communication
between wires grown in the [11̄0] direction with increasing width. The same trend is
not clearly observable on wires grown in the [110] direction, where the easy axis for
Ga diffusion is expected to be across the wires (in the [11̄0] direction).

While the above results are explained by the wires acting as sources of adatoms, it can-
not be excluded that a small temperature gradient exists across the structures. How-
ever, no matter the underlying source of the phenomenon, a coupling between GaAs
structures is observed up to a saturation pitch, beyond which the growing NWs are
decoupled, no longer affecting their neighbours. This is an important conclusion to the
further study of geometry’s effect on SAG growth, as well as for the study of diffusive
behaviour of adatoms. Furthermore, this has great consequence to the desired hexon
structure. The next step is therefore a development of the known hexon structure into
a more practical version. It may prove necessary to build each structure within a frame
as sketched in Figure 6.1b for the case of four-wire structures. This structure is simpli-
fied greatly when considering the requirements that may also be material choice de-
pendent as suggested in [11]. In the case of GaAs or other meterials known to diffuse
anisotropically, the optimal width of the protective frame may vary depending on the
direction of growth. It may not be possible to grow such a protective frame around
the hexon structure without interfering with an overall network containing several
qubits. Therefore, other structures should be considered, such as growing additional
wires, so that the hexon contains, instead, eight wires, two of which are inactive.

In the width study a variation in the facets formed by [110] and [010] NWs depend-
ing on width is observed by visual inspection of AFM images. The underlying na-
ture of this variation is not revealed in the current study, but the mechanism may be-
come clear upon analysis of similar samples, stopped at various times during growth.
Further study of this geometric dependence to larger and especially smaller opening
widths may reveal the behaviour of adatoms during nucleation. The effect may also
have consequences to the formation of subsequent layers of growth, since nucleation
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Figure 6.1: Schematics of structures for future study. (a) Parameter
definition for a hexon structure. The red square emphasizes the
importance of junction morphology. (b) Suggestion to getting four
equally grown NWs. The frame need to fulfil specific width
requirements, depending on the NW direction.

and diffusion rates may depend on the faceting of the underlying layer and its rough-
ness. A large facet roughness is observed on GaAs growth in the [11̄0] directions,
perhaps as a consequence of the the formed family {113} facets, which may prove
problematic to the strain relaxation of the subsequent growth. There are therefore a
number of arguments to optimising not only the growth rate, but also the facet forma-
tion of structures.

All studied effects inspire the need of consistent morphological characterisation of in-
dividual SAG NWs. Perhaps the automated software for AFM analysis is the first
step, but efforts should be taken to expand the software. As has been discussed, to-
pographical AFM data should not stand alone in the exhaustive characterisation of
nano-scale structures where crystal structure is known to have significant influence
over transport properties. It is therefore argued that consistent and, where possible,
automated extraction of data consistently captured by e.g. electron microscopy meth-
ods will prove equally beneficial. Such a large amount of consistent data, as can be
created with these automated tools, is rewarded not only by thorough analysis, but
also by rigorous storage. All outputted data should therefore be stored in an equally
consistent manner to ensure that no information is lost. While the entire output of the
automated data extraction may not currently seem useful, the calculation is hardly
costly, and the full benefit may surface only with time as new discoveries are made in
the field.
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A Appendices

A.1 Substrate fabrication

All samples analysed in this thesis work are fabricated in the same way. The fabri-
cation process is shown in steps in the schematic in Figure A.1. The initial wafer is a
III-V substrate (in this thesis work always GaAs (001)) onto which an oxide mask is
deposited.

a. In step one a resist is deposited on the mask layer. The resist depends on the
type of etching, and can in general be either positive or negative; describing how,
after lithography, the targeted areas can either be etched or not, respectively. To
grow SAG, a positive resist is used. The pattern is defined by electron beam
lithography (EBL). A standard procedure in EBL is to correct for the proximity
effect, which otherwise causes defined patterns to be wider than intended.

b. The exposed resist is removed.

c. The sample is etched. In nanostructure growth there are two common methods
to etching; dry (or plasma) etching and wet etching.

d. Leftover resist is removed. The wafer is cleaned using atomic hydrogen prior to
growth, removing native oxide.

The vertical side walls of the oxide mask shown in the schematic are desired but re-
quire a completely anisotropic etching technique. In wet etching the oxide mask is

(a)

III-V substrate

Mask

Resist

III-V substrate

Mask

Resist Resist

(b)

(c)

III-V substrate

Mask Mask

Resist Resist

III-V substrate

Mask Mask

(d)

Figure A.1: Steps during pre-growth fabrication.
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chemically dissolved. This happens in three steps: 1. The etchant must diffuse to the
oxide; 2. the etchant reacts with the oxide, dissolving it; 3. the by-products of this
chemical reaction must diffuse away from the etched area. Because wet etching relies
on the chemical dissolution of oxide, the process is completely isotropic, resulting in
sloped side walls [50].

Dry etching can, like wet etching, be purely chemical in nature but without the use of
any wet chemicals in the etching process. Dry etching usually involves the partly
chemical partly mechanical removal of material by the bombardment of ions onto
the exposed surface. This makes common dry etching more anisotropic, resulting in
steeper side walls of etched areas, but as a consequence the method is less selective in
what material is etched away [50].

Both etching processes may cause some roughness both of oxide surface and exposed
III-V substrate within the trench, which may affect the growth e.g. by increasing the
number of nucleation sites on the mask, thereby causing the growth of unintended
crystallites on the mask.
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A.2 Imaged samples

The table on the following page lists all of the samples imaged in this thesis work, the
material grown, how many images were saved, and what devices were imaged.

Sample ID Material Images Devices/Description
001 GaAs(Sb) 9 Large NW arrays
002 InAs-GaAs(Sb) 9 NW networks, four-wire

devices, selectivity crystallites.
004 InAs-GaAs(Sb) 14 Four-wire devices, selectivity

crystallites.
005 InAs-GaAs(Sb) 8 Four-wire devices, selectivity

crystallites.
006 InAs-GaAs(Sb) 8 Four-wire devices, selectivity

crystallites.
009 InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 4 Four-wire devices.
014 GaAs(Sb) 40 Four-wire devices, grower

region wires (pitch, width),
networks.

016 InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 9 Four-wire devices, NW
networks.

017 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 4 Four-wire devices.
019 InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 5 Four-wire devices, selectivity

crystallites.
020 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 7 Four-wire devices, grower

region wires.
022 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 5 Four-wire devices.
027 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 4 Four-wire devices.
028 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 5 Four-wire devices and

selectivity crystallites.
035 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 5 Four-wire devices and

selectivity crystallites.
038 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 4 Four-wire devices.
054 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 11 Four-wire devices.
066 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 8 Four-wire devices.
068 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 5 Four-wire devices and NW

networks.
091 GaAs 79 Four-wire devices, grower

wires, dimension study (pitch,
width).

101 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 8 Four-wire devices and NW
networks.

102 InAs 13 Dimension study (pitch, width).
106 GaAs(Sb) 9 Four-wire devices and

networks.
122 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 3 Four-wire devices.
136 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 9 Four-wire devices.
143 InAs-InGaAs-GaAs(Sb) 3 Four-wire devices.
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A.3 Python code

All code listed below is written in collaboration with Henri Suominen. The object-based Python code is
based on a single script, which was then converted and is now being expanded. Therefere, all code listed
below is part of a work in progress that is still being further optimised for new structures as they are grown,
and expanded to include more and more parameters as the need surfaces.

1 import numpy as np
2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
3 from lmfit.models import GaussianModel
4 import scipy.stats
5 import skimage.transform
6 from skimage.filters import gaussian
7 from skimage.morphology import remove_small_objects , disk , binary_dilation
8 import util
9 import fit

10

11

12 # Determine whether an image contains wires/crystallites , or both , by analysis of the kde
determined at a fixed bandwidth.

13 # This uses simple heuristics that seem to work for the current datasets.
14 # Optimization of this method should refer to the articles below:
15 # B. W. Silverman (1981): Using Kernel Density Estimates to investigate Multimodality. J.

R. Statist. Soc. B
16 # M. C. Minnotte (1997): NONPARAMETRIC TESTING OF THE EXISTENCE OF MODES. The Annals of

Statistics
17 def kde_modes(data , bw =0.04):
18 # Warning: scipy weights bandwidth by the covariance of the data.
19 # We divide by the std to specify the raw bandwidth
20 kde = scipy.stats.gaussian_kde(data , bw_method=bw/np.std(data))
21 x = np.linspace(0, np.amax(data)*1.2, 1000)
22 eval_kde = kde(x)
23

24 kde_peaks = np.r_[True , eval_kde [1:] > eval_kde [: -1]] & np.r_[eval_kde [:-1] > eval_kde
[1:], True]

25 peak_number = np.sum(kde_peaks)
26

27 return peak_number
28

29

30 def unrotate(data):
31

32 downsample = 4
33

34 # As the radon transform is slow , we downscale the image for the calculation
35 # this is fine as we are looking for large scale features
36 rescaled_data = skimage.transform.rescale(data , 1/downsample , anti_aliasing=True)
37

38 shape = rescaled_data.shape
39 aspect = shape [0]/ shape [1]
40

41 # Handle data with aspect ratio != 1. We resize the image to be square ,
42 # and subsequently multiply the extracted rotation by the aspect ratio
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43 if shape [0] != shape [1]:
44 rescaled_data = skimage.transform.resize(rescaled_data , (256 ,256))
45

46 rotation , error = find_rotation(rescaled_data , 90, 90)
47

48 rotated_data = skimage.transform.rotate(data , -rotation *(1/ aspect), cval=np.nan)
49

50 return rotated_data
51

52

53 def find_rotation(img , center , search_range):
54 thetarange = np.linspace(center -search_range , center+search_range , 20)
55 radTransform = skimage.transform.radon(img , theta=thetarange)
56 argmax = np.argmax(np.var(radTransform , axis =0)) # Maximal variance indicates dominant

axis
57 detected_center = thetarange[argmax]
58

59 if search_range < 0.01:
60 return (detected_center , 2* search_range /10)
61 else:
62 return find_rotation(img , detected_center , 2* search_range /10)
63

64

65 def zero_plane(data , sanity_check=False):
66

67 data_rough_shift = zero_plane_rough(data)
68 data_fine_shift , std = zero_plane_fine(
69 data_rough_shift , sanity_check=sanity_check)
70

71 return data_fine_shift , std
72

73

74 def zero_plane_rough(data):
75 bin_size = 0.1
76 hist , bins = np.histogram(data , bins=np.arange(
77 np.amin(data), np.amax(data), bin_size), normed=True)
78

79 bin_center = (bins [:-1] + bins [1:]) / 2
80

81 # Define zero as histogram maximum. This assumes that the substrate is the dominant
feature in the image , and there are not TOO many crystallites

82 # Find histogram maximum position
83 mean_offset = bin_center[np.argmax(hist)]
84

85 # Initial shift
86 shifted_data = data - mean_offset
87

88 return shifted_data
89

90

91 def zero_plane_fine(data , sanity_check=False):
92 bin_size = 0.1
93 zero_bound = 10
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94

95 zdata = data[(data < zero_bound) & (data > -zero_bound)]
96

97 hist , bins = np.histogram(zdata , bins=np.arange(
98 np.amin(zdata), np.amax(zdata), bin_size), normed=True)
99

100 bin_center = (bins [:-1] + bins [1:]) / 2
101

102 dbl_gauss , params = prep_double_gaussian ()
103

104 fit = dbl_gauss.fit(hist , params , x=bin_center)
105

106 if sanity_check is True:
107 fig , gridspec = fit.plot(data_kws ={’markersize ’: 1})
108 plt.show()
109

110 # Choose appropriate gaussian by scale factor
111 if fit.best_values[’g1_amplitude ’] > fit.best_values[’g2_amplitude ’]:
112 corr_data = data - fit.best_values[’g1_center ’]
113 return corr_data , fit.best_values[’g1_sigma ’]
114 else:
115 corr_data = data - fit.best_values[’g2_center ’]
116 return corr_data , fit.best_values[’g2_sigma ’]
117

118

119 def prep_double_gaussian ():
120 g1 = GaussianModel(prefix=’g1_’)
121 g2 = GaussianModel(prefix=’g2_’)
122 model = g1 + g2
123

124 params = g1.make_params () + g2.make_params ()
125

126 params[’g1_center ’].set(0, min=-10, max =10)
127 params[’g1_sigma ’].set(1, min=0)
128 params[’g1_amplitude ’].set(1.0, min=0, max =1)
129

130 params[’g2_center ’].set(1, min=-10, max =10)
131 params[’g2_sigma ’].set(1, min=0)
132 params[’g2_amplitude ’].set(0.4, min=0, max =0.5)
133

134 return model , params
135

136

137 # Find dominant plane offset for a dataset.
138 # To avoid issues arising with mean plane levelling with edges artefacts or
139 # asymmetric measurements (wires off to one side) - we find the dominant plane
140 # by looking at the 2D gradient histogram.
141 # This method assumes that the background surface is the dominant feature in the image.
142 def find_dominant_plane(data , cfactor , center =(0, 0), search_range_degrees =30, downsample

=4):
143

144 # As the gradient calculation is slow , we downscale the image for the calculation
145 # this is fine as we are looking for large scale features
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146 rescaled_data = skimage.transform.rescale(data , 1/downsample , anti_aliasing=True)
147

148 dx , dy = util.local_gradients(rescaled_data , cfactor*downsample , kernel =4)
149

150 return find_dominant_plane_(dx, dy , center=center , search_range_degrees=
search_range_degrees)

151

152

153 def find_dominant_plane_(dx, dy, center =(0, 0), search_range_degrees =30):
154

155 weights = (~np.isnan(dx)).flatten ().astype(float)
156 search_range = np.tan(np.deg2rad(search_range_degrees))
157 bins_x = np.linspace(center [0]- search_range , center [0]+ search_range , 201)
158 bins_y = np.linspace(center [1]- search_range , center [1]+ search_range , 201)
159

160 bins_mid_x = util.bin_midpoints(bins_x)
161 bins_mid_y = util.bin_midpoints(bins_y)
162

163 # Note: to keep numpy indexing (y,x) we flip indicies here
164 hist , _, _ = np.histogram2d(dy.flatten (), dx.flatten (), bins=[bins_y , bins_x], weights

=weights)
165

166 amp = np.amax(hist)
167 std_x = np.abs(bins_mid_x [-1]- bins_mid_x [0])/2
168 std_y = np.abs(bins_mid_y [-1]- bins_mid_y [0])/2
169

170 bf , param , rsq = fit.fit_gauss_2d(hist , bins_mid_x , bins_mid_y , center , (std_x , std_y)
, amp)

171

172 # print("rsq", rsq)
173 # print(param)
174

175 x_c = param[’xc’]. value
176 y_c = param[’yc’]. value
177

178 # print(x_c , y_c)
179 # print (2* search_range_degrees /201)
180 # plt.pcolormesh(bins_mid_x , bins_mid_y , np.log10(hist))
181 # print(param[’yc ’].value)
182 # plt.scatter(param[’xc ’].value , param[’yc ’].value , color=’r’)
183 # plt.show()
184 # TODO: need fallback incase data is too noisy/surface too rough
185 if search_range_degrees < 4:
186 return (x_c , y_c)
187 else:
188 return find_dominant_plane_(dx, dy , center =(x_c , y_c), search_range_degrees=

search_range_degrees /2)
189

190

191 def plane_level(data , cfactor , sanity_check=False , downsample =4, center =(0 ,0)):
192 grad = find_dominant_plane(data , cfactor , downsample=downsample , center=center)
193

194 ys , xs = data.shape
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195 x = np.arange(0, xs)*cfactor *1e3
196 y = (np.arange(0, ys)*cfactor *1e3)
197

198 xx , yy = np.meshgrid(x, y, indexing="xy")
199 # change from grad to norm
200 dominant_plane = plane(xx, yy , [-grad[0], -grad[1], 0]) # Set offset to zero , zero

level will be set separately
201

202 corrected_data = data - dominant_plane
203

204 if sanity_check is True:
205 plt.hist(data.flatten ()-np.nanmin(data), log=True , bins =200)
206 plt.hist(corrected_data.flatten ()-np.nanmin(corrected_data), log=True , bins =200,

alpha =0.5)
207 plt.show()
208 return corrected_data
209

210

211 def plane(x, y, p):
212 return -1*(p[2] + p[0]*x + p[1]*y)
213

214

215 # TODO: scale to handle images of any size
216 # Filter ~50Hz noise visible at high frequency along x, finite but small frequency along y
217 def fft_filter(data):
218

219 new_data = np.nan_to_num(data)
220

221 min_data = np.amin(new_data)
222

223 if min_data < 0:
224 offset = np.abs(min_data) + 10
225 new_data = new_data + offset
226

227 fft = np.fft.fft2(new_data , s=[5000 , 5000])
228 fft_abs = np.log(np.abs(np.fft.fftshift(fft)**2))
229

230 center = int(fft.shape [0]/2)
231

232 top = gaussian(fft_abs [0:1000 , center -500: center +500] , sigma =10)
233

234 highlight_asym = top - np.fliplr(top)
235

236 reference = gaussian(fft_abs[center -500: center +500, 0:1000] , sigma =10)
237 background = reference - np.flipud(reference)
238

239 # plt.imshow(highlight_asym)
240 # plt.show()
241

242 # plt.imshow(background)
243 # plt.show()
244
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245 # plt.hist(highlight_asym.flatten (),bins=np.linspace(0,np.amax(highlight_asym) ,201),
log=True)

246 # plt.hist(background.flatten (),bins=np.linspace(0,np.amax(background) ,201),log=True ,
alpha =0.5)

247 # plt.show()
248

249 hist_range = np.linspace(0, 8, 201)
250

251 asym_hist = np.histogram(highlight_asym , bins=hist_range)
252 back_hist = np.histogram(background , bins=hist_range)
253

254 # plt.plot(hist_range [:-1], np.log(asym_hist [0])-np.log(back_hist [0]))
255

256 log_diff = np.log(asym_hist [0])-np.log(back_hist [0])
257 # find values where the histogram of the target area exceed an order of magnitude

compared to the reference
258 hist_diff = np.where(log_diff > 1)[0]
259

260 # If no large difference is found just return original data
261 if len(hist_diff) == 0:
262 return data
263 else:
264 # get first value where the above is true and set as threshold
265 threshold = hist_range[hist_diff [0]]
266

267 mask = highlight_asym > threshold
268 plt.imshow(mask)
269 plt.show()
270

271 clean_mask = binary_dilation(remove_small_objects(mask , min_size =128), disk (10))
272 # plt.imshow(clean_mask)
273 # plt.show()
274

275 full_mask = np.zeros(fft.shape)
276 full_mask [0:1000 , center -500: center +500] = clean_mask
277 full_mask [4000: , center -500: center +500] = np.flip(clean_mask)
278

279 new_fft = fft.copy()
280 mask_shift = np.fft.ifftshift(full_mask)
281

282 newest_fft = (1-gaussian(mask_shift , sigma =10))*new_fft
283 plt.imshow(gaussian(mask_shift , sigma =10))
284 plt.show()
285 plt.imshow(np.log(np.abs(np.fft.fftshift(newest_fft)**2)))
286 plt.show()
287

288 invert = np.fft.ifft2(np.fft.ifftshift(newest_fft))
289 [xs , ys] = data.shape
290 # plt.imshow(np.abs(invert)[0:xs ,0:ys])
291 # plt.show()
292

293 if min_data < 0:
294 inverted_image = np.abs(invert)[0:xs , 0:ys] - offset
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295 else:
296 inverted_image = np.abs(invert)[0:xs , 0:ys]
297

298 diff = data -inverted_image
299 plt.imshow(diff)
300 plt.show()
301 # print(np.nanmin(diff))
302 # print(np.nanmax(diff))
303 return inverted_image

1 import numpy as np
2 import math
3 import numpy.ma as ma
4 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
5 from numpy.linalg import LinAlgError , svd
6 from skimage.feature import peak_local_max
7 from skimage.filters import gaussian
8 from matplotlib.patches import Ellipse
9

10

11 def load_file(filename):
12 segments = filename.split(".")
13 extension = segments [-1]
14 if extension == "spm":
15 return load_spm(filename)
16 elif extension == "asc":
17 return load_asc(filename)
18 else:
19 print("Unknown filetype detected")
20

21

22 def load_spm(filename):
23 import pySPM
24 rawAFM = pySPM.Bruker(filename)
25

26 data = rawAFM.get_channel ()
27

28 cfactor = data.size[’real’][’x’]/data.size[’pixels ’][’x’]
29 #newim = data.correct_plane(inline=False).pixels
30 return data.pixels , cfactor
31

32

33 def load_asc(filename):
34 """ Load .asc file for AFM data.
35

36 Args:
37 filename (str): filename with path.
38

39 Returns:
40 height_map (np.array (m,n)) : the height data as a two -dimensional array
41 cfactor (float) : the array spatial extent in micrometers. This is the same for x

and y.
42

43 Raises:
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44 ValueError : if the AFM file does not have pixel aspect ratio = 1
45 """
46 with open(filename) as asc:
47 head = asc.readlines ()[5:7]
48 # Extracting image size from metadata and converting to um
49 lx = head [0]. split ()
50 lx = np.float64(lx[3]) *10** -3
51 ly = head [1]. split ()
52 ly = np.float64(ly[3]) *10** -3
53

54 # Read height array
55 height_map = np.genfromtxt(filename)
56

57 # Calculating resolution in um/pixel
58 cfactor = lx/height_map.shape [1]
59 cyfactor = ly/height_map.shape [0]
60

61 # Pixels should never be stretched
62 if not math.isclose(cfactor , cyfactor , rel_tol =1e-6):
63 raise ValueError(
64 "AFM images are expected to have pixel aspect ratio = 1, this seems not to be

the case.")
65

66 return height_map , cfactor
67

68

69 def local_height_map(height_map , feature):
70 bbox = feature.bbox
71

72 local_hm = height_map[bbox [0]: bbox[2], bbox [1]: bbox [3]]. copy()
73

74 # mask unselected region
75 local_hm [~ feature.image] = np.nan
76

77 # For safety with manipulation (especially dilation) we pad the array a bit
78 return np.pad(local_hm , 5, mode=’constant ’, constant_values =(np.nan))
79

80

81 def local_gradient_histogram(data , cfactor , mask=None , kernel=0, polar=False):
82

83 if mask is not None:
84 weights = mask.flatten ().astype(float)
85 else:
86 weights = np.ones_like(data).flatten ()
87

88 gx , gy = local_gradients(data , cfactor , kernel=kernel , polar=polar)
89

90 bins = np.arange (-3.0125 , 3.025, 0.025) # Max angle = atan (3) ~ 71.56 degrees
91

92 # Note: to keep numpy indexing (y,x) we flip indicies here
93 xy = np.histogram2d(gy.flatten (), gx.flatten (), bins=[
94 bins , bins], weights=weights)
95
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96 return xy, gx , gy
97

98

99 def local_gradients(data , cfactor , kernel=0, polar=False):
100

101 cf_nm = cfactor *1e3
102

103 if kernel <= 1:
104 grad = np.gradient(data)
105

106 vecs = np.zeros((data.shape[0], data.shape [1], 3))
107 vecs[:, :, 0] = -grad [0]*(1/ cf_nm)
108 # need to multiply by correction facter , 1px is not 1nm
109 vecs[:, :, 1] = -grad [1]*(1/ cf_nm)
110 vecs[:, :, 2] = 1
111

112 # Normalize
113 norm = np.divide(1, np.linalg.norm(vecs , axis =2))
114 vecs = vecs*norm[:, :, np.newaxis]
115 else:
116 idx = np.indices(data.shape)
117 data_reshape = np.concatenate ([idx , data[np.newaxis , :]], axis =0)
118 windowed = window_nd(data_reshape , kernel , axis=(1, 2))
119

120 # Initialize an array of nans , we don’t want accidental zeros
121 vecs = np.empty((data.shape[0], data.shape [1], 3))
122 vecs [:] = np.nan
123

124 window = windowed.shape
125 sizediff = data.shape[0]- window [0]
126 pad = int((data.shape[0]- window [0]) /2)
127

128 # TODO: optimize with vectorization
129 for i in range(0, window [0]):
130 for j in range(0, window [1]):
131 xy_end = windowed[i, j, :, :, :]
132 try:
133 p, n = planeFit(xy_end)
134

135 vecs[i+pad , j+pad , :] = n*[(1/ cf_nm), (1/ cf_nm), 1]
136 # Gradients that capture part of the mask will fail
137 except LinAlgError:
138 pass
139

140 if polar is True:
141 xy = vecs[:, :, 0]**2 + vecs[:, :, 1]**2
142 # gx is elevation from the sample plane
143 # gy is rotation from the x axis
144 [gx , gy] = [np.arctan2(np.sqrt(xy), vecs[:, :, 2]),
145 np.arctan2(vecs[:, :, 1], vecs[:, :, 0])]
146

147 else:
148 # Due to numpy indexing (y,x) we flip indices here to assign correctly
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149 [gy , gx] = [(vecs[:, :, 0]/ vecs[:, :, 2]),
150 (vecs[:, :, 1]/ vecs[:, :, 2])]
151 # Return gradient instead of normal
152 return -gx, -gy
153

154

155 def bin_midpoints(bins):
156 return (bins [1:] + bins [: -1]) / 2
157

158

159 def window_nd(a, window , steps=None , axis=None , outlist=False):
160 """
161 Verbatim copy from Daniel F’s response here:
162 <https :// stackoverflow.com/questions /45960192/ using -numpy -as -strided -function -to -

create -patches -tiles -rolling -or-sliding -w>
163

164 Create a windowed view over ‘n‘-dimensional input that uses an
165 ‘m‘-dimensional window , with ‘m <= n‘
166

167 Parameters
168 -------------
169 a : Array -like
170 The array to create the view on
171

172 window : tuple or int
173 If int , the size of the window in ‘axis ‘, or in all dimensions if
174 ‘axis == None ‘
175

176 If tuple , the shape of the desired window. ‘window.size ‘ must be:
177 equal to ‘len(axis)‘ if ‘axis != None ‘, else
178 equal to ‘len(a.shape)‘, or
179 1
180

181 steps : tuple , int or None
182 The offset between consecutive windows in desired dimension
183 If None , offset is one in all dimensions
184 If int , the offset for all windows over ‘axis ‘
185 If tuple , the steps along each ‘axis ‘.
186 ‘len(steps)‘ must me equal to ‘len(axis)‘
187

188 axis : tuple , int or None
189 The axes over which to apply the window
190 If None , apply over all dimensions
191 if tuple or int , the dimensions over which to apply the window
192

193 outlist : boolean
194 If output should be as list of windows.
195 If False , it will be an array with
196 ‘a.nidim + 1 <= a_view.ndim <= a.ndim *2‘.
197 If True , output is a list of arrays with ‘a_view [0]. ndim = a.ndim ‘
198 Warning: this is a memory -intensive copy and not a view
199

200 Returns
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201 -------
202

203 a_view : ndarray
204 A windowed view on the input array ‘a‘, or copied list of windows
205

206 """
207 ashp = np.array(a.shape)
208

209 if axis != None:
210 axs = np.array(axis , ndmin =1)
211 assert np.all(np.in1d(axs , np.arange(ashp.size))), "Axes out of range"
212 else:
213 axs = np.arange(ashp.size)
214

215 window = np.array(window , ndmin =1)
216 assert (window.size == axs.size) | (
217 window.size == 1), "Window dims and axes don’t match"
218 wshp = ashp.copy()
219 wshp[axs] = window
220 assert np.all(wshp <= ashp), "Window is bigger than input array in axes"
221

222 stp = np.ones_like(ashp)
223 if steps:
224 steps = np.array(steps , ndmin =1)
225 assert np.all(steps > 0), "Only positive steps allowed"
226 assert (steps.size == axs.size) | (
227 steps.size == 1), "Steps and axes don’t match"
228 stp[axs] = steps
229

230 astr = np.array(a.strides)
231

232 shape = tuple ((ashp - wshp) // stp + 1) + tuple(wshp)
233 strides = tuple(astr * stp) + tuple(astr)
234

235 as_strided = np.lib.stride_tricks.as_strided
236 a_view = np.squeeze(as_strided(a,
237 shape=shape ,
238 strides=strides))
239 if outlist:
240 return list(a_view.reshape ((-1,) + tuple(wshp)))
241 else:
242 return a_view
243

244

245 def planeFit(points):
246 """
247 Verbatim copy from Ben’s response here:
248 <https :// stackoverflow.com/questions /12299540/ plane -fitting -to -4-or-more -xyz -points >
249

250 p, n = planeFit(points)
251

252 Given an array , points , of shape (d ,...)
253 representing points in d-dimensional space ,
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254 fit an d-dimensional plane to the points.
255 Return a point , p, on the plane (the point -cloud centroid),
256 and the normal , n.
257 """
258 # Collapse trialing dimensions
259 points = np.reshape(points , (np.shape(points)[0], -1))
260 assert points.shape [0] <= points.shape [1], "There are only {} points in {} dimensions.

".format(
261 points.shape[1], points.shape [0])
262 ctr = points.mean(axis =1)
263 x = points - ctr[:, np.newaxis]
264 M = np.dot(x, x.T) # Could also use np.cov(x) here.
265 return ctr , svd(M)[0][:, -1]
266

267

268 def expected_gradient_vectors(dzdx_peak):
269 def rot(angle):
270 theta = np.deg2rad(angle)
271

272 return np.array ([[np.cos(theta), -np.sin(theta)], [np.sin(theta), np.cos(theta)
]])

273

274 basis_vectors = np.array ([[0, 1], [0, np.sqrt (2)]]).T
275 rotation_matrix = rot(np.arange(0, 360, 45))
276 vectors = np.matmul(np.rollaxis(rotation_matrix , -1), basis_vectors)
277 vectors_reshape = np.transpose(vectors , (0, 2, 1)).reshape (16, 2)
278

279 sqrt2_dist = np.abs(np.sqrt (2) - dzdx_peak)
280 one_dist = np.abs(1 - dzdx_peak)
281

282 one_mask = np.remainder(np.sum(np.abs(vectors_reshape), axis =1), 1) < 0.0001
283

284 if one_dist < sqrt2_dist:
285 return np.vstack (( vectors_reshape[one_mask], [0, 0]))
286 else:
287 return np.vstack (( vectors_reshape [~ one_mask], [0, 0]))
288

289

290 # Find dominant peak along x axis of a gradient histogram
291 # Data is symmetrized to boost signal
292 def find_dominant_dzdx_peak(axes , hist):
293 hist_y0 = np.sum(hist[0], axis =0)
294 hist_zero = int(hist_y0.shape [0]/2)
295 hist_neg = hist_y0 [0: hist_zero +1][:: -1]
296 hist_pos = hist_y0[hist_zero :]
297 full_hist = (hist_neg + hist_pos) / 2
298

299 arg_hist_max = np.argmax(full_hist)
300 max_val = axes[hist_zero+arg_hist_max]
301

302 return max_val
303

304
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305 def gradients_around(dzdx , dzdy , center , radius):
306 dist = np.sqrt((dzdx - center [0]) **2 + (dzdy - center [1]) **2)
307 mask = dist <= radius
308

309 return mask

1 import numpy as np
2 from skimage import filters
3 from scipy import ndimage as ndi
4 from skimage import measure as skm
5 from skimage.filters import rank
6 from skimage.morphology import watershed , erosion , disk , dilation , remove_small_holes ,

remove_small_objects
7 from skimage.feature import peak_local_max
8 from sklearn.cluster import KMeans
9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

10 from enum import Enum
11

12 import util
13 import preprocessing
14 from wires import Wires
15 from crystallites import Crystallites
16

17 measurementEnum = Enum(’MeasurementType ’, ’WIRES CRYSTALLITES BOTH’)
18

19

20 class Analysis:
21 def __init__(self , wires=None , crystallites=None):
22 self.wires = wires
23 self.crystallites = crystallites
24

25

26 def determine_measurement_type(mask):
27 labels , _ = ndi.label(mask)
28 regions = skm.regionprops(labels)
29 areas = np.array ([i.area for i in regions if i.area > 5])
30

31 relative_max_size = np.amax(areas)/mask.size
32 max_min = np.amax(areas)/np.amin(areas)
33

34 # Use kde approximation to estimate the number of modes in the area distribution.
35 # The numbers/method may need tweaking but work for the current datasets
36 if preprocessing.kde_modes(areas/np.sum(areas)) > 1:
37 return measurementEnum.BOTH
38 elif np.mean(areas)/mask.size < 0.01:
39 return measurementEnum.CRYSTALLITES
40 else:
41 return measurementEnum.WIRES
42

43

44 def analyze_afm(filename , sanity_check=True):
45 # height_map (m,m), scalar
46 height_map , cfactor = util.load_file(filename)
47
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48 xs , ys = height_map.shape
49

50 # Check that zero is set properly , if not - correct it
51 leveled = preprocessing.plane_level(height_map , cfactor , sanity_check=sanity_check)
52 zeroed , std = preprocessing.zero_plane(leveled , sanity_check=sanity_check)
53

54 auto_threshold = 10* std
55

56 measurementType = determine_measurement_type(zeroed > auto_threshold)
57

58 if measurementType == measurementEnum.WIRES:
59 unrotated = preprocessing.unrotate(zeroed)
60 height_map_corr = preprocessing.fft_filter(unrotated)
61 elif measurementType == measurementEnum.CRYSTALLITES:
62 height_map_corr = preprocessing.fft_filter(zeroed)
63 elif measurementType == measurementEnum.BOTH:
64 unrotated = preprocessing.unrotate(zeroed)
65 height_map_corr = preprocessing.fft_filter(unrotated)
66 else:
67 raise ValueError("Invalid measurement type "+str(measurementType))
68

69 threshold_mask = np.float64 (( height_map_corr > auto_threshold))
70 labeledimage = segment_watershed(height_map_corr , threshold_mask)
71

72 if measurementType == measurementEnum.WIRES:
73 wires = Wires(height_map_corr , labeledimage)
74 wires.calculate_height_width(cfactor , sanity_check=sanity_check)
75 # wires.analyze_facets(cfactor , sanity_check=sanity_check)
76 return Analysis(wires=wires)
77 elif measurementType == measurementEnum.CRYSTALLITES:
78 crystallites = Crystallites(height_map_corr , labeledimage , cfactor)
79 return Analysis(crystallites=crystallites)
80 elif measurementType == measurementEnum.BOTH:
81 wires , crystallites = classify_segments(height_map_corr , labeledimage , cfactor ,

sanity_check=sanity_check)
82

83 wires.calculate_height_width(cfactor , sanity_check=sanity_check)
84 # wires.analyze_facets(cfactor , sanity_check=sanity_check)
85 return Analysis(wires=wires , crystallites=crystallites)
86 else:
87 raise ValueError("Invalid measurement type "+str(measurementType))
88

89

90 # Segment image using watershed technique
91 def segment_watershed(height_map , mask , segment_type="erosion"):
92

93 norm_hm = height_map/np.amax(height_map)
94

95 markers = get_markers(norm_hm , mask , segment_type=segment_type)
96

97 labels = watershed(-norm_hm , markers , mask=mask)
98

99 return labels
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100

101

102 # Define markers for watershed
103 def get_markers(norm_hm , mask , segment_type="erosion"):
104

105 if segment_type == "erosion":
106 eroded_mask = erode_safely(mask)
107 markers , _ = ndi.label(eroded_mask)
108

109 return markers
110

111 elif segment_type == "gradient_minimum":
112 local_gradient = rank.gradient(
113 norm_hm , disk (1), mask=mask)
114

115 markers = local_gradient < 10
116 markers , _ = ndi.label(markers & mask)
117 markers = clean_markers(markers)
118

119 return markers
120

121 elif segment_type == "distance_transform":
122

123 labels , _ = ndi.label(mask)
124

125 distance = ndi.distance_transform_edt(mask)
126 local_maxi = peak_local_max(distance , indices=False , min_distance =3,
127 exclude_border=False , labels=labels ,

num_peaks_per_label =5)
128 markers , _ = ndi.label(local_maxi)
129

130 return markers
131

132

133 # Erode a binary mask without losing regions
134 # Checks are encoded to ensure that region number never decreases ,
135 # Additionally for erosion past 3px , we ensure that no individual region gets smaller
136 # than 5px.
137 def erode_safely(mask):
138 _, start_num = ndi.label(mask)
139 prior_num = [start_num]
140 prior_mask = mask
141

142 for i in range(0, 20):
143

144 eroded_mask = erosion(mask , disk(i))
145 labels , n = ndi.label(eroded_mask)
146 prior_num.append(n)
147

148 if i >= 3:
149 regionproperties = skm.regionprops(labels)
150 areas = np.array ([i.area for i in regionproperties ])
151 disappearing = np.any(areas < 5)
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152 else:
153 disappearing = False
154

155 if n < prior_num[i] or disappearing:
156 return prior_mask
157 else:
158 prior_mask = eroded_mask
159

160 return mask
161

162

163 # Remove markers smaller than threshold size
164 def clean_markers(markers , threshold =20):
165 label_objects , _ = ndi.label(markers)
166 sizes = np.bincount(label_objects.ravel())
167 mask_sizes = sizes > threshold # minimum marker pixel size
168 mask_sizes [0] = 0
169 clean_markers , _ = ndi.label(mask_sizes[label_objects ])
170

171 return clean_markers
172

173

174 def classify_segments(height_map , labels , cfactor , sanity_check=True):
175 regionproperties = skm.regionprops(labels , intensity_image=height_map)
176 feature_array = np.zeros((len(regionproperties), 4))
177

178 for i, p in enumerate(regionproperties):
179 feature_array[i, 0] = p.orientation
180 feature_array[i, 1] = p.extent
181 feature_array[i, 2] = p.mean_intensity
182 feature_array[i, 3] = p.minor_axis_length
183

184 n_clusters = 2
185 kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters=n_clusters ,
186 random_state=None).fit(feature_array)
187

188 clusters = []
189

190 for n in range(0, n_clusters):
191

192 # Find all segments in same kmeans cluster
193 cluster = [regionproperties[i]
194 for i in np.where(kmeans.labels_ == n)[0]]
195

196 mean_area = np.mean([i.area for i in cluster ])
197

198 # Find corresponding labels of segments in this cluster
199 args = np.where(kmeans.labels_ == n)
200 cluster_labels = np.array ([i.label for i in regionproperties ])[args]
201

202 # Binary mask of segments in this cluster
203 mask = np.isin(labels , cluster_labels)
204
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205 clusters.append ((mask , mean_area))
206

207 if sanity_check is True:
208 fig , ax = plt.subplots(1, n_clusters , sharey=True , figsize =(10, 10))
209

210 for n in range(0, n_clusters):
211 ax[n]. imshow(height_map , cmap="Greys")
212 ax[n]. imshow(clusters[n][0], alpha =0.5)
213 ax[n].axis(’off’)
214

215 plt.show()
216

217 if clusters [0][1] > clusters [1][1]:
218 return Wires(height_map , clusters [0][0]) , Crystallites(height_map , clusters [1][0] ,

cfactor)
219 else:
220 return Wires(height_map , clusters [1][0]) , Crystallites(height_map , clusters [0][0] ,

cfactor)
221

222

223 def refine_mask(mask):
224 small_obj_removed = remove_small_objects(mask , min_size =32)
225 small_holes_removed = remove_small_holes(
226 small_obj_removed , area_threshold =256)
227 dilated = dilation(small_holes_removed , disk (2))
228 eroded = erosion(dilated , disk (1))
229

230 return eroded

1

2 from scipy import ndimage as ndi
3 from skimage import measure as skm
4 import numpy as np
5

6 import util
7

8

9 class Crystallites:
10 def __init__(self , height_map , mask , cfactor):
11 labeled_mask , _ = ndi.label(mask)
12 region_properties = skm.regionprops(labeled_mask , intensity_image=height_map)
13

14 self.count = len(region_properties)
15 areas = [r.area*( cfactor **2) for r in region_properties]
16 # WARNING: unclear if max_intensity is scaled from [0-1]. If so we need scale

factor
17 heights = [r.max_intensity for r in region_properties]
18 local_heights = [util.local_height_map(height_map , r) for r in region_properties]
19 # TODO: Does this even make sense
20 volumes = [np.nansum(a)*( cfactor **2) for a in local_heights]
21

22 self.mean_height = np.mean(heights)
23 self.height_error = np.std(heights)/np.sqrt(self.count)
24 self.mean_area = np.mean(areas)
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25 self.area_error = np.std(areas)/np.sqrt(self.count)
26 self.mean_volume = np.mean(volumes)
27 self.volume_error = np.std(volumes)/np.sqrt(self.count)
28 # TODO: Subtract NW area from total image area
29 hm_area = (( cfactor **2)*height_map.shape [1]* height_map.shape [0])
30 self.area_density = self.count/hm_area
31 self.coverage = np.sum(areas)/hm_area
32 self.all_areas = areas
33 self.all_heights = heights
34 self.all_volumes = volumes

1 from scipy import ndimage as ndi
2 from skimage import measure as skm
3 import numpy as np
4 from sklearn.cluster import KMeans
5 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
6

7 from wire import Wire
8

9

10 class Wires:
11 def __init__(self , height_map , mask):
12

13 labeled_mask = relabel_lr(join_discontinous(mask))
14 region_properties = skm.regionprops(labeled_mask)
15

16 self.wires = [Wire(height_map , prop) for prop in region_properties]
17 self.count = len(self.wires)
18 self.height_map = height_map # TODO: this should probably not be here
19

20 def calculate_height_width(self , cfactor , sanity_check=False): # TODO: where should
cfactor live?

21 for w in self.wires:
22 w.calculate_height_width(cfactor)
23

24 heights = self.get_heights ()
25 widths = self.get_widths ()
26

27 self.height_mean = np.mean(heights)
28 self.height_error = np.std(heights)/np.sqrt(len(heights))
29 self.width_mean = np.mean(widths)
30 self.width_error = np.std(widths)/np.sqrt(len(widths))
31

32 if sanity_check is True:
33 fig = plt.figure(figsize =(10, 10))
34 implot = plt.imshow(self.height_map , cmap=’viridis ’, aspect=’equal’)
35 plt.axis(’off’)
36 linec = ’red’
37 for w in self.wires:
38 plt.text(w.properties.centroid [1], w.properties.centroid [0],
39 ’{0:.2f} \n +- {1:0.2f} nm’.format(
40 w.height_mean , w.height_std),
41 fontsize =12, horizontalalignment=’center ’,
42 bbox=dict(boxstyle="round", fc="white", ec="white"),)
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43 plt.plot([w.properties.bbox[1], w.properties.bbox [3]], [
44 w.properties.bbox[0], w.properties.bbox [0]], c=linec , lw=2, ls=’--’)
45 plt.plot([w.properties.bbox[3], w.properties.bbox [3]], [
46 w.properties.bbox[0], w.properties.bbox [2]], c=linec , lw=2, ls=’--’)
47 plt.plot([w.properties.bbox[1], w.properties.bbox [3]], [
48 w.properties.bbox[2], w.properties.bbox [2]], c=linec , lw=2, ls=’--’)
49 plt.plot([w.properties.bbox[1], w.properties.bbox [1]], [
50 w.properties.bbox[0], w.properties.bbox [2]], c=linec , lw=2, ls=’--’)
51

52 plt.show()
53

54 def analyze_facets(self , cfactor , sanity_check=True):
55 for w in self.wires:
56 w.extract_facets(cfactor , sanity_check=sanity_check)
57

58 def get_heights(self):
59 return [w.height_mean for w in self.wires]
60

61 def get_widths(self):
62 return [w.width_mean for w in self.wires]
63

64

65 # Join discontinuous wires using kmeans
66 def join_discontinous(mask , n_total =4):
67

68 labeled_mask , wire_count = ndi.label(mask)
69 regionproperties = skm.regionprops(labeled_mask)
70

71 if wire_count <= n_total:
72 return labeled_mask
73 else:
74 feature_array = np.array([i.centroid [1] for i in regionproperties ]).reshape(-1, 1)
75

76 kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters=n_total , random_state=None).fit(feature_array)
77

78 relabeled_mask = labeled_mask.copy()
79

80 for idx , i in enumerate(regionproperties):
81 relabeled_mask[labeled_mask == i.label] = kmeans.labels_[idx]+1
82

83 return relabeled_mask
84

85

86 # Relabel wires from left to right (starting from 1)
87 def relabel_lr(labeled_mask):
88 relabeled_mask = labeled_mask.copy()
89 regionproperties = skm.regionprops(labeled_mask)
90

91 for idx , i in enumerate(sorted(regionproperties , key=lambda x: x.centroid [1], reverse=
False)):

92 relabeled_mask[labeled_mask == i.label] = idx+1
93

94 return relabeled_mask
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1 from scipy import ndimage as ndi
2 from skimage import measure as skm
3 import numpy as np
4 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
5

6 import util
7 import preprocessing
8

9

10 class Wire:
11 def __init__(self , height_map , properties):
12 self.data = util.local_height_map(height_map , properties)
13 self.id = properties.label
14 self.properties = properties
15 self.facets = []
16

17 def calculate_height_width(self , cfactor):
18 """ Calculates nanowire height and width
19 """
20 wire_start , wire_end = crop_wire_ends(self.data)
21

22 valid_data = self.data[wire_start:wire_end , :]
23

24 # nan_to_num handles cases where there is no local max height
25 # ie. the wire is broken.
26 local_height = np.nanmax(np.nan_to_num(valid_data), axis =1)
27 self.height_mean = np.mean(local_height)
28 self.height_std = np.std(local_height)
29

30 local_width = np.count_nonzero (~np.isnan(valid_data), axis =1)
31 self.width_mean = np.mean(local_width)*cfactor *1e3
32 self.width_std = np.std(local_width)*cfactor *1e3
33

34 line_left = np.argmax (~np.isnan(valid_data), axis =1)
35 line_right = np.argmax(np.fliplr (~np.isnan(valid_data)), axis =1)
36 self.line_roughness_left = np.sqrt(np.mean(np.square(line_left*cfactor *1e3)))
37 self.line_roughness_right = np.sqrt(np.mean(np.square(line_right*cfactor *1e3)))
38

39 # TODO: bring back volume
40 self.volume = (( cfactor *1e3)**2)*np.nansum(self.data) #Only volume of NW above

zero.
41 self.length = np.shape(self.data)[0]* cfactor *1e3
42 local_cs = (cfactor *1e3)*np.nansum(valid_data , axis =1)
43 self.mean_cross_section = np.nanmean(local_cs)
44 self.cross_section_error = np.std(local_cs)
45 # self.volume_error =
46

47 def extract_facets(self , cfactor , sanity_check=True):
48 hist , dzdx , dzdy = util.local_gradient_histogram(self.data , cfactor , kernel =4)
49 axes = util.bin_midpoints(hist [1])
50

51 dominant_dzdx = util.find_dominant_dzdx_peak(axes , hist)
52 # Total counts per miller peak , ordered largest to smallest
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53 peaks = util.expected_gradient_vectors(dominant_dzdx)
54

55 for peak in peaks:
56

57 x = peak [0]
58 y = peak [1]
59

60 # Selection of facet
61 facet_mask = util.gradients_around(dzdx , dzdy , [x, y], 0.3)
62 refined_facet = refine_mask(facet_mask)
63

64 # If mask is empty (all False) drop it
65 if np.sum(refined_facet) > 0:
66 self.facets.append(Facet(self.data , refined_facet , peak , cfactor))
67

68 if sanity_check is True:
69 fig , ax = plt.subplots(1, len(self.facets), sharey=True , figsize =(len(self.

facets), 6))
70 for i, f in enumerate(self.facets):
71 if len(self.facets) == 1:
72 ax.imshow(f.mask)
73 else:
74 ax[i]. imshow(f.mask)
75 plt.show()
76

77 plt.pcolormesh(axes , axes , np.log10(hist [0]))
78 for peak in peaks:
79 plt.scatter ([peak [0]], [peak [1]], color=’red’)
80 plt.show()
81

82

83 class Facet:
84 def __init__(self , wire_height_map , mask , gradient , cfactor):
85 properties = skm.regionprops(mask.astype(int))[0]
86 local_height = util.local_height_map(wire_height_map , properties)
87 self.mask = mask
88 self.data = preprocessing.plane_level(local_height , cfactor , downsample =1,

sanity_check=True , center=gradient)
89 self.gradient = gradient
90

91

92 def crop_wire_ends(data):
93

94 centralline_coords = np.nanargmax(np.mean(np.nan_to_num(data), axis =0))
95

96 center_line = np.convolve(
97 data[:, centralline_coords],
98 np.hanning (10),
99 mode=’same’)/np.sum(np.hanning (10))

100

101 diffline = np.abs(np.diff(center_line))
102

103 endThreshold = np.nanmean(diffline)+np.nanstd(diffline)
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104

105 # Shift diff to help find zero crossings
106 diffOffset = diffline - endThreshold
107

108 crossings = (diffOffset [:-1] * diffOffset [1:]) < 0
109

110 # Get crossing indices
111 cross_idx = np.nonzero(crossings)[0]
112

113 wirestartpos = cross_idx [0]
114 wireendpos = cross_idx [-1]
115

116 return wirestartpos , wireendpos
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